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Noise generated by high-lift devices such as slats on a wing is a major contributor
to the overall airframe noise during the landing approach of a commercial aircraft.
In this work the concept of attenuating slat noise using absorptive acoustic lin-
ers in the slat/main element gap is explored using a time domain computational
aeroacoustic (CAA) technique. The aims of the development and application of
the computational method are to reveal the mechanism of the slat noise generation
and demonstrate the feasibility of controlling the slat noise using acoustic liners. A
model scale three-element high-lift airfoil comprising a main element, a leading edge
slat and trailing edge °ap geometry is employed in the investigation. Numerical
simulations are performed to investigate the generation and far ¯eld propagation
of the slat noise. A numerical approach is developed that combines near ¯eld °ow
computation with an integral radiation model to predict the far ¯eld acoustic signal.
A time domain impedance boundary condition (TDIBC) is implemented to simulate
the e®ect of the liner material directly.
Both the high frequency tonal noise and low frequency broadband noise generated
from the slat are investigated.
For the high frequency tonal noise, an unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) simulation using high-order spatial and temporal schemes for the wing
without acoustic liners shows the presence of vortex shedding and associated high
frequency acoustic sources behind the slat trailing edge. To evaluate the mitigating
performance of liners on the generated noise and ¯nd an optimized liner impedance
value, an exercise is conducted on a range of liner impedance values by solving
the linearized Euler equations (LEE) for a modeled acoustic source located at the
trailing edge of the slat to ¯nd a optimized one. Using the optimized impedance
value, URANS computations for the wing with liner treatment are conducted. The
results show that acoustic liners on the slat cove and on the main element can
provide useful attenuation of the high frequency slat trailing edge noise.
For the low frequency broadband noise, the noise sources are calculated by both
the pseudo-laminar zonal method and the stochastic noise generation and radiation
i(SNGR) approach. The pseudo-laminar zonal calculation is basically an URANS
calculation with the two-equation shear stress transport (SST) · ¡ ! model to
model the e®ect of turbulence and a region in the slat cove is set as laminar zone.
In the SNGR approach broadband sources of noise are modeled using stochastic
noise generation method from a numerical solution of the steady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations using the · ¡ ! closure and then the acoustic
¯eld is calculated by solving the acoustic perturbation equations (APE) using high-
order spatial and temporal schemes. By comparing the results of pseudo-laminar
method and that of SNGR approach, the SNGR method has been shown to be
a potentially useful method to model the generation of broadband slat noise and
to investigate the attenuation of slat gap acoustic liners, for which the interest
is in changes of noise level rather than the absolute value. The broadband noise
attenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment is studied by applying a broadband
TDIBC to the acoustic ¯eld obtained by the SNGR method. The far-¯eld directivity
is obtained through an integral surface solution of Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings
(FW-H) equation. Predictions for a non-optimized acoustic liner show a moderate
amount of attenuation.
To accurately simulate the broadband noise generation and radiation, a LES
using a high-order spatial scheme and implicit temporal integration is conducted
for the high-lift con¯guration with slat deployed and the calculated results show
the characteristic of the unsteady °ow and the mechanisms of the broadband noise
generation. The recorded noise sources are then used to drive the APE to simulate
the noise propagation and the attenuation by acoustic liners. The source driven
APE results agree well with that of LES in term of far ¯eld directivity and sound
pressure level. Similar to the SNGR simulation, a moderate amount of attenuation
is achieved by the acoustic liner treatment.
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Introduction
1.1 Overview
The noise de¯ned as unpleasant, unexpected or undesired sound, is a major issue
related to our modern life. Despite signi¯cant progress in reducing aircraft noise over
the past thirty years, the increasing passenger growth has resulted in the increasing
annoyance. The aircraft noise contains a broad range of noise sources, including
jet noise, turbomachinery noise, combustor noise and airframe noise. Although
the engine noise dominates during takeo®, the airframe noise is comparable to, or
sometimes greater than the engine noise during ¯nal approach.
Airframe noise is de¯ned as the nonpropulsive components of noise radiated
from a °ying aircraft. Past studies that focused on airframe noise identi¯ed high-lift
devices and landing gear as dominant noise producing components [1, 2] (Figure 1.1).
The signi¯cant contribution of the °ows around the leading edge slat of a commercial
aircraft to the airframe noise during approach and landing [3, 4, 5] motivates this
research project to identify the mechanisms of leading edge slat noise and passively
control these acoustic sources.
The thesis focuses on the numerical simulation of the noise generated by unsteady
turbulent °ows around the slat. Physical issues concerning the present studies are
the mechanisms of noise generation and its propagation as well as the passive control
of the acoustic noises using acoustic liners. All those problems are analyzed by
using computational tools which combine the °ow simulations with the acoustics
calculations.
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Figure 1.1: Approach noise of an Airbus A340{300 aircraft [1].
1.2 Literature Review
CAA methods relevant to this work are surveyed below. With respect to each topic
there are di®erent methods that are compared through the review, which helps to
identify the most suitable methods to be employed in the rest of this work.
1.2.1 Aerodynamic Sound Theory
Sound is vibrations transmitted through an elastic solid or a liquid or gas, with fre-
quencies in the approximate range of 20 to 20,000 Hz, capable of being detected by
human organs of hearing. The subject of this report is within the area of aeroacous-
tics which deals with the generation of sound by °ow, and its propagation within
the °ow. Since the pressure °uctuations within the air°ow are mainly balanced by
°uctuations of °uid acceleration, it is not clear what proportion of their energy is
radiated as sound. Essential problems are: how the °ow can generate noise and for
a given °uid °ow, how to estimate the sound radiated from it.
1.2.1.1 Noise Generation by Flow
The noise can be regarded as a pressure disturbance which propagates through a °uid
at the acoustic velocity. The disturbances are usually small amplitude compared
with the ambient atmospheric pressure and are emanated from certain sources.
For the noise generated aerodynamically, the sources maybe the free °uid motion
or °uid passing a solid body. An Example of sources associated with free °uid motion
is noise generated by a jet. In this phenomenon, the ¯ne scale turbulence or small
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eddies generate one of the dominant component of noise that radiates to the sideline
directions [6]. A schematic of a turbulent jet is displayed in Figure 1.2. Downstream
of the nozzle there is an annular shear-layer (turbulent mixing layer) which surrounds
the potential core region of the jet. The mixing layer spreads outward and inward.
The inward spreading of the mixing layer de¯ne the length of the potential core.
The transition region is located at the end of the potential core. Downstream of
this point the centerline velocity starts to decay. The turbulence mixing layer and
the transition region are regarded as the noise generation region.
core region transition
region
developed
region
potential
core
turbulent mixing layer
nozzle
noise
Figure 1.2: Schematic showing localized noise sources in the mixing layer of a jet;
also shown are the core, transition, and developed region of the jet.
Sound sources can be generated also by the °uid °ow interaction with a solid
structure. The °ow ¯eld around a rotor blade is shown in Figure 1.3. In this case,
the boundary layer along the blade is laminar initially. Due to the high Reynolds
number of the °ow ( » O(106)), the transition from the laminar to turbulent in the
boundary layer is expected. Near the end of the blade, boundary layer separation
is possible due to a su±ciently large adverse pressure gradient. Behind the trailing
edge, due to the velocity di®erence between the suction and pressure surfaces, a
region of absolute instability of su±cient length and growth rate may exist in the
near-wake of the trailing edge. This results in periodical vortex shedding. At the tip
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of the blade the pressure di®erence between the suction and pressure sides forms the
tip vortex. All these aerodynamics phenomena contribute to the noise generation [7].
oncoming flow
vortex shedding
tip vortex
trailing edge flow
Figure 1.3: Schematic showing the possible noise sources in the °ow around a rotor
blade.
The °ow generated noise can be described as the elementary solutions of the
wave equation namely monopoles, dipoles and quadruples.
The sound produced by a monopole like acoustic source is associated with the
displacement of the °uid due to the acceleration of the moving surface. The acoustic
waves generated by a monopole are propagation equally in all directions. Thus, the
directivity pattern looks like a circle as depicted in Figure 1.4(a).
A dipole consists of two monopoles of equal source strength and opposite phase,
separated by a small distance compared with the wave length of the sources. The
dipole is generated by °uctuating force acted on the solid surface. The directivity
pattern of a dipole shows two lobes and it has maxima along upward and downward
directions as shown in the Figure 1.4(b). At forward and backward direction the
sound is totally canceled.
A quadruple consists of two identical dipoles which are opposite in phase. There
are two kinds of quadruples: the lateral quadruple and the longitudinal quadruple.
The axes of dipoles of the lateral quadruple do not lie on a same line, and it has
a directivity with four lobes as shown in Figure 1.4(c). The lateral quadruple is
associated with the shear stress and can be found in all turbulent °ows. The lon-
gitudinal quadruple consist of two dipoles whose axes lie on the same line. The
longitudinal quadruple has a directivity which behaviors similar to a dipole and is
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associated with the normal stresses.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.4: Directivity patterns for acoustic sources; (a) monopole, (b) dipole, (c)
quadrupole.
1.2.1.2 The Acoustic Analogy
Lighthill's acoustic analogy was the ¯rst attempt to describe the radiation of the
sound generated by a turbulent °ow [8, 9]. The essential step taken by Lighthill was
to incorporate, into a linear acoustic model, the non-linear features of aerodynamic
sound generation through the concept of an acoustic analogy.
In his theory, Lighthill considered a °uctuation °uid °ow embedded in a very
large volume uniform °uid which is at rest. He rearranged the exact equations of
continuity and momentum into an inhomogeneous wave equation, now known as
Lighthill's equation
(
1
c2
0
@2
@t2 ¡
@2
@x2
i
)[c
2
0(½ ¡ ½0)] =
@2Tij
@xi@xj
(1.1)
where ½ is the density, ½0 is the density of the uniform °uid, c0 is the sound speed
of the uniform °uid and the Tij is the Lighthill stress tensor1 which is given by
Tij = ½uiuj ¡ ¾ij + [(p ¡ p0) ¡ c
2
0(½ ¡ ½0)]±ij (1.2)
where ±ij is Kronecker delta, ui, p and ¾ij are the velocity components, the static
pressure and the viscous stresses respectively and p0 is the static pressure of the
1Su±x notation for vector components is used here and throughout this report, with the usual
convention of vector and tensor analysis that terms containing a repeated su±x are to be regarded
as summed over all possible values of the su±x.
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uniform °uid.
By design, the left side of Eq. 1.1 represents acoustic wave propagation. It
follows, therefore, that the right side of the equation must be the sources that
generate the noise ¯eld.
One important result that can be derived from the Lighthill's theory is the noise
scaling law. Lighthill showed that the acoustic power radiated from a jet at low Mach
number scaled with the eighth power of the jet velocity, establishing the turbulence
of the jet mixing layer as the main source of noise and showing jet speed to be the
principle parameter determining the overall noise.
1.2.1.3 Extensions to Lighthill's Theory
The main drawback of Lighthill's acoustic analogy is its limitation to problems where
solid surfaces do not play a major role in sound generation process. The ¯rst sig-
ni¯cant extension of Lighthill's theory was developed by Curle [10], who devised a
technique to include the e®ect of stationary solid surfaces, showing that boundary
terms give rise to dipole sources of fundamentally greater acoustic e±ciency than
Lighthill's volume quadrupoles at su±cient low Mach number °ow. Curle's theory
relates the sound to integrals of surface and volume source terms and speci¯es pre-
cisely what these terms are. As with Lighthill's theory, once these are known, so is
the sound ¯eld.
Further extension of Lighthill's theory has been proposed by Ffowcs Williams
and Hawkings [11]. In the extension the °uid is divided into di®erent regions by a
integration surface which is described by the equation fs = 0. Inside the integration
surface, fs is negative and outside the integration surface, fs is positive. With
the de¯nition of the fs and the treatment that the °ow variables are regarded as
generalized functions, the validity of the equation of °uid motion may be extended
to all space through the use of the Heaviside function. Using the mathematical
theory of general function [12] and following the same steps as used by Lighthill to
derive his acoustic analogy, the continuity and momentum equations have be cast
into the form of a wave equation with two surface source terms and a volume source
term on the right-hand side [11]. The integration surface could be the moving solid
surface or the permeable o®-body surface. This °exibility makes the FW-H method
an attractive technique for predicting the far ¯eld acoustic signal.
All variants of the acoustic analogy theory presented above su®er from the de¯-
ciency that they lumped the interaction of sound with its parent °ow together and
included in the strength and distribution of the equivalent acoustic source ¯eld. To
date no acoustic analogy theory has been successful in fully isolating sound gen-
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eration from the interaction of acoustic waves with turbulence and the mean °ow.
Nevertheless, from a computational point of view it is possible, within the accu-
racy limits of the computation, to evaluate any particular `exact' source terms of an
acoustic analogy and predict the radiated acoustic ¯eld. This strategy now forms
the basis of much work conducted in the numerical modeling of aerodynamically
generated sound.
1.2.2 Computational Aeroacoustics
In general all aeroacoustic phenomena can be described by the equations of mass,
momentum and energy conservation together with the equation of state. Basi-
cally these are the compressible transient Navier-Stokes equations, which shows that
aeroacoustics is a special case of °uid dynamics. Needless to say, computational °uid
dynamics (CFD) methods have been very successful for the aerodynamics computa-
tion. However in order to solve the aeroacoustic problem directly it is not possible to
simply use existing CFD codes and solve the transient compressible Navier-Stokes
equations from the location of sound generation up to the observer (microphone
position). The nature, characteristics, and objectives of aeroacoustics problems are
distinctly di®erent from those commonly encountered in aerodynamics[13, 14]. In
the followings, important considerations in the numerical simulation of aeroacous-
tic phenomena are ¯rst summarized. A brief review of the most common methods
employed in CAA is then presented.
1.2.2.1 Physical Considerations
The numerical modeling of aeroacoustic phenomena is demanding for several spe-
ci¯c reasons. Foremost is the fact that aeroacoustic problems are, by de¯nition,
time dependent. They must, therefor, be treated time-accurately with appropri-
ate consideration of all relevant time scales. Since the human ear is sensitive to a
wide range of frequencies (e.g. 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz) simulations dealing with such
problems must in general span this broad spectrum.
Another important consideration is the disparity between the energy levels of the
unsteady °ow °uctuations and the acoustic waves. Based on the work of Lighthill [8]
it can be shown that the ratio between radiated sound power Psound and mechanical
°ow power Pflow is approximately Psound
Pflow
¼ 10¡4M5. This means that the radiated
sound power is many orders of magnitude lower than the mechanical °ow power.
Due to this a numerical procedure that is desired to solve the coupled °ow and
acoustic ¯eld at M = 0:1 needs to ensure an accuracy of at least 10¡9. Otherwise all
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inaccuracies will be observed as numerical noise. It could actually happen that the
numerical procedure is `noisier' than the °ow. This large disparity between acoustic
and °ow variables presents a severe challenge to numerical simulation.
Most aeroacoustic problems involve multiple length scales. The length scale
of the acoustic source is usually very di®erent from the acoustic wavelength. For
example, in the slat noise calculations, the discrete eddies in the slat cove region
generate the dominated component of noise which is normally in the low to middle
frequency band. The eddies are very small compared with the chord of slat. The
acoustic wave lengths, in the other hand, are typically more than one slat chord.
That is the length scale of the source region and that of the acoustic far ¯eld region
can be vastly di®erent. Computational aeroacoustic methods must be designed
to deal with problems with greatly di®erent length scales in di®erent parts of the
computational domain.
The radiation of energy to the far ¯eld is a de¯ning feature of many aeroacoustic
problems. For aerodynamics problems, °ow disturbances, generally tend to decay
very fast away from a body or their source of generation. So the disturbances are
small at the boundary of computation. The acoustic waves, on the other hand, decay
very slowly and actually reach the boundaries of a ¯nite computation domain. The
numerical modeling of such phenomena requires the introduction of arti¯cial bound-
aries which avoid the re°ection of outgoing sound wave back into the computation
domain and thus contamination of the solution. Although such exact non-re°ecting
or radiation boundary conditions are known for several speci¯c problems, the deriva-
tion of more general, e±cient and suitably accurate boundary conditions remains
an active area of research.
1.2.2.2 Numerical Algorithm
With the development of more powerful computers and numerical algorithm, the
¯eld of CAA has become a practical engineering and research tool. Central to this
success has been the adoption of high-order accurate schemes [13]. By high-order
accurate it is meant a method for which the Taylor series truncation error scales
with a power greater than two of either the mesh spacing or time step. The bene¯t
of application of high-order schemes are: 1) The high-order schemes need less points
per wavelength (PPW) to solve a wave. As a result, for a given grid high-order
schemes can reach higher accuracy and capture more physical phenomena; 2) The
low dissipation and dispersion characteristic of high-order schemes make the accurate
calculation of long propagation wave possible.
For spatial discretization, the most popular scheme used in the CAA research
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is high-order ¯nite-di®erent schemes because of the high-accuracy and simplicity of
implement. Both explicit and implicit ¯nite-di®erence spatial discretization schemes
are commonly used [15].
The dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP) scheme of Tam et al. [16] is an explicit
scheme with severn-point central-di®erence stencil,
µ
@'
@x
¶
N
=
ÃP3
i=1 ai('N+i ¡ 'N¡i)
¢x
!
(1.3)
where ' is a scalar quantity and ai are the coe±cients of the scheme.
Application of Fourier transform to the Eq. 1.3 shows the relationship of numeri-
cal wavenumber and analytical wavenumber. Two of the coe±cients ai are chosen so
that Eq. 1.3 is accurate to the fourth order while the remaining coe±cient is used as
an optimization parameter to minimize the integrated error between the numerical
wave number and analytical wavenumber. This results in an approximation with
better resolution of high wave number or short waves as compared to the formally
higher order but non-optimized scheme.
Explicit schemes employ large computational stencils for accuracy, whereas im-
plicit schemes achieve high-order accuracy by solving for the spatial derivatives as
independent variables at each grid point [17]. Hixon [18, 19] derived a class of com-
pact schemes that obtain high-order accuracy while using a very small stencil. In
Hixon's approach the derivative operator DN was split into forward, DF
N and back-
ward, DB
N, operators as DN = (DF
N + DB
N)=2, and the discretized equations were
written in the compact form
aD
F
N+1 + (1 ¡ a ¡ c)D
F
N + cD
F
N¡1 ¼
b'N+1 ¡ (2b ¡ 1)'N ¡ (1 ¡ b)'N¡1
¢x
; (1.4)
cD
B
N+1 + (1 ¡ a ¡ c)D
B
N + aD
B
N¡1 ¼
(1 ¡ b)'N+1 + (2b ¡ 1)'N ¡ b'N¡1
¢x
(1.5)
where DN denotes the spatial derivative (@'=@x)N at the mesh node N.
Coe±cients of Hixon's sixth-order scheme are
a =
1
2
¡
1
2
p
5
;
b = 1 ¡
1
30a
; (1.6)
c = 0:
Using Hixon's scheme, only three points are needed to obtain the derivatives
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and only two independent bidiagonal matrices are needed to be reversed. Ashcroft
and Zhang [20] extend Hixon's prefactored concept to a wider class of compact
schemes allowing the incorporation of a wavenumber based optimization process
which improved the wave propagation properties of the scheme.
The time-advancement scheme can also impact on the dissipation and dispersion
errors. Two of the most popular schemes in the CAA community are single-step
Runge-Kutta (RK) methods and multi-step Adams-Bashforth (AB) schemes.
Hu et al. [21] showed that the classical RK schemes require time steps much
smaller than those allowed by the stability restriction for the numerical solution
of a wave propagation problem to be accurate after long integration times. They
developed the low-dissipation and low-dispersion Runge-Kutta (LDDRK) schemes
whose coe±cients were optimized to minimize the dissipation and dispersion error.
Consequently, much larger time steps can be used which increases the computational
e±ciency.
Tam et al. [16] developed an optimized four-level Adams-Bashforth type time-
marching scheme that advances the solution ' from t = tn to t = tn + ¢t as
'
(n+1) ¡ '
(n) = ¢t
3 X
j=0
bj(d'=dt)
(n¡j): (1.7)
By applying the Laplace transform with zero initial conditions to Eq. 1.7, it
is easy to obtain the relation of numerical angular frequency and analytical angu-
lar frequency. Three of the four coe±cients bj(j = 1;2;3) are chosen so that the
scheme is formally third-order accurate. The remaining coe±cient b0 is used as an
optimization parameter to minimize a weighted integral error between numerical
angular frequency and analytical angular frequency.
Con¯ned by the stability restrictions, the explicit temporal schemes is a poor
choice for the viscous °ow problem because the ¯ne mesh spacing dictates a far too
stringent time-step size constraint. This lead to the use of traditional implicit tem-
poral schemes. Some implicit temporal schemes combined with compact high-order
spatial schemes have been successfully applied in the complex unsteady subsonic
°ow problems [22, 23].
1.2.2.3 Computational Strategy
Di®erent strategies can be used to solve an aeroacoustic problem. Roughly they can
be classi¯ed as direct methods and hybrid methods.
Direct methods of the aerodynamically generated noise solve the °ow and acous-
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tic ¯eld simultaneously. Although there are successful cases of computational aeroa-
coustics which perform the direct calculation of the acoustic ¯eld by solving the
unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations [24, 25], direct computation of the
noise radiated by a subsonic three-dimensional (3D) °ow remains di±cult because
of the large computing resources required. The cost of a direct numerical simula-
tion (DNS) of a subsonic turbulent jet providing both local °ow ¯eld and acoustic
¯eld is proportional to Re3=M4. In the same manner, the cost of a direct acous-
tic calculation using a large eddy simulation (LES) or detached eddy simulation
(DES), assuming that the size of the resolved smallest eddies is given by the Tay-
lor length scale, is proportional to Re2=M4 [26]. That's the reason why nowadays
hybrid methods are widely used.
All hybrid methods subdivide the aeroacoustic problem into two parts, sound
generation and sound propagation. This can be done due to the fundamental as-
sumption that sound is generated by °ow inhomogeneities, but the °ow itself is not
in°uenced by the acoustic ¯eld. If this assumption is valid the °ow ¯eld can be
simulated in a ¯rst step with standard CFD methods, only in those areas where
sources of sound generation occur. The accuracy requirements for such types of
CFD analysis are less high compared with the direct coupled approach since only
the °ow ¯eld inhomogeneities need to be resolved, rather than the superposed prop-
agation of acoustic °uctuations. In a second step the acoustic ¯eld is calculated in
the domain of interest based on the results of the CFD analysis.
In summary di®erent hybrid computation strategies exist to solve decoupled
aeroacoustic problems. Each of them has di®erent advantages and disadvantages.
Figure 1.5 shows the di®erent hybrid approaches used for the noise prediction. De-
pending on the method to simulate the turbulence, the CFD methods for the calcu-
lation of the °ow ¯eld can be subdivided into several categories:
1. RANS+SNGR
In this approach, all of the stochastic unsteadiness are regarded as part of
the turbulence and are averaged out. The steady turbulence °ows are ob-
tained by solving the RANS equations with an appropriate turbulence model.
After that a method is used to reconstruct the time dependent turbulent °ow
¯eld based on the averaged properties from the RANS calculation. The re-
construction is achieved by regarding the turbulence as a pseudo-stochastic
phenomenon with many di®erent length scales and time scales, and is called
stochastic noise generation and radiation [27, 28, 29]. The numerical solution
of the RANS equations is well established and relatively `inexpensive', which
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makes this approach attractive because of the time and memory e±ciency.
2. URANS
The time dependent turbulent °ow ¯eld can be obtained by solving the URANS.
In this approach, the turbulence is time averaged and the equations are closed
by a turbulence model. Khorrami et al. [30] investigated the vortex shed-
ding near the slat trailing edge of a high-lift wing model and the associated
high frequency tonal noise using the computational °uid dynamics laboratory
three-dimensional (CFL3D) code. The °ow ¯elds were simulated by solving
the unsteady thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations with a ¯nite volume formu-
lation. The computed unsteady °ow results were used as the input for the
acoustic analysis tool based on the FW-H equations [31]. The analyzed re-
sults support the hypothesis that vortex shedding from the trailing edge of
the slat is responsible for a loud, high-frequency noise observed in the experi-
ment [30, 32].
3. LES, DES or DNS
In a LES, the large turbulent scale eddies are solved while the small scale
eddies are modeled with a subgrid-scale model. To circumvent the very ¯ne
near-wall mesh requirements of the LES method the DES approach was pro-
posed by Spalart et al. [33] which reduces to RANS near solid boundaries and
LES away form the wall. The most accurate approach to turbulence simula-
tion is DNS in which all turbulent scales are to be described. Bogey et al. [26]
performed the LES and DNS to get the °ow generated noise, then the source
term was used in the linearize Euler equation to obtain the acoustic ¯eld. The
acoustic ¯elds obtained using this hybrid method are in good agreement with
the direct simulation result using DNS. Similar conclusion was found in Bill-
son's work [34] in which the conservative form of the source term was applied.
1.2.3 Mechanisms of Slat Noise
For a typical wing of a commercial aircraft high-lift devices include slats ahead of
the main element and °aps behind the main element (Figure 1.6). The geometry
of the slat is determined by the condition that when retracted it must form the
correct aerofoil geometry for the wing in cruising °ight. Consequently, the slat has
a highly curved under surface, referred to as the cove. When the slat is de°ected
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Figure 1.5: Di®erent hybrid noise prediction approaches.
the °ow in the slat cove region is separated [35]. Several °ow phenomena are taking
place due to the separated °ow in the slat cove region and its interaction with the
surrounding °ow such as, low-speed recirculating °ow, free shear layer, and ejections
of large-scale structures merging with the slat wake. Other important phenomena
can also exist, such as, the interaction of the slat wake with the wing boundary layer,
referred to as the con°uent boundary layer, and slat trailing edge vortex shedding
(Figure 1.6). All of these aerodynamic °uctuation may cause the noise generation.
In general, the slat noise acoustic spectrum contains both high frequency tonal
components and broadband components covering the lower and mid frequencies [4,
36]. For a commercial aircraft in °ight, the broadband noise is more important
since the A-weighted spectrum peaks at around 800Hz [37]. Recent experiments
and numerical simulations have suggested that the high frequency tonal noise is
caused by the vortex shedding from a region in the vicinity of the slat trailing
edge [30, 31, 38] or it is a result of acoustic resonance [39, 40, 41] . The source of
the broadband noise is less clear however. It has been shown to be associated with
the unsteady °ow in the slat cove region [42, 43, 44], but others have suggested that
the actual noise source is located at the slat trailing edge, and that the source is
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of typical high-lift system °ow complexity.
due to the convection of the turbulence past that edge [37, 45].
Below is a summary on the previous slat noise investigation.
1.2.3.1 High-Frequency Tonal Noise
The presence of strong vortex shedding behind the blunt trailing edge of the slat is
considered as one of the reasons for the generation of tonal noise.
Khorrami et al. [30] used URANS computations on the energy e±cient transport
(EET) high-lift con¯guration to identify and capture the associated aerodynamic
noise sources. The simulation was performed at M = 0:2 and Re = 7:2 £ 106.
A Fourier analysis of the pressure signal obtained from the URANS solution on
the lower sharp corner at the slat trailing edge, and a nearby location, indicated
a shedding frequency of approximately 45 kHz for a slat trailing edge thickness
of 0.39 mm. The calculated results were compared with the experimental data
and this shedding frequency was within the range of the measured high-frequency
peak. The reduction in amplitude and the shift to a lower shedding frequency with
decreasing Reynolds number were also consistent with the measured trends in the
high-frequency peak from the slat acoustic spectra.
Singer et al. [31] performed an acoustic analysis based on the FW-H equation [11]
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to compute the far-¯eld acoustics from the URANS computation results of Khor-
rami et al [30]. The predicted radiated frequencies matched the computed shedding
frequencies and the measured far-¯eld acoustics. The computed directivity showed
strong lobes upstream and downward toward the ground.
Agarwal and Morris [39] proposed another tonal sound noise generation mecha-
nism. They conjectured that the observed high-frequency tone in the experiments
was due to a whistling mechanism. The normal modes of the whistle are given by the
transverse resonance frequencies of the gap between the slat and the main element.
When the vortex shedding frequency, acting as an external source, matches any one
of these modes resonance occurs, and a high amplitude tone is generated. Agarwal
and Morris [39] showed that the whistling criterion is met for a slat de°ection of 30
degrees.
1.2.3.2 Low Frequency Broadband Noise
Savory et al. [46] gave the ¯rst picture of the slat cove °ow ¯eld by utilizing an
airfoil model based on an A-300 series pro¯le, with variable slat and °ap geometry.
A recirculation region in the slat cove, as well as acceleration of the °ow through
the cove region was shown when the slat was de°ected at 25 degrees. Measurements
of the mean velocity and turbulence intensity in and around the slat cove region
provided data to improve numerical prediction models. This investigation was a
¯rst attempt at showing the complex °ow around the slat. Further experimental
investigations of the slat cove °ow ¯eld by Alemdaroglu [47] enabled one to evaluate
the e®ects of di®erent gap and overhang settings on the size of the recirculation
region and the in°uence on the pressure distributions.
Khorrami et al. [30] anticipated the slat free shear layer, along with the recircu-
lation zone, to be an important source of °ow unsteadiness and noise generation. In
their numerical simulation [30] they found the self-excitation of the free shear layer
but it was damped and did not last more than a few periods because of numerical
dissipation. Therefore, they [48] introduced explicit forcing of the shear layer to
excite and maintain the large-scale structures observed experimentally by Paschal
et al. [43] and Takeda et al. [44]. Two-dimensional (2D) URANS computations were
carried out in a fully-turbulent mode using the two-equation SST · ¡ ! turbulence
model of Menter [49] on the EET model. Simulations were performed at an 8 de-
grees angle of attack with a slat de°ection of 30 degrees. Vorticity contours obtained
from the computations clearly displayed the spatial location of the free shear layer.
The shear layer was a good ampli¯er of initial perturbations that resulted in a shear
layer roll-up process and the formation of discrete vortices. The resulting acoustic
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¯eld had a broadband spectrum, similar to what was seen in the experimental data.
Although amplitude was much less than what was measured, the spectrum shape in
the mid-frequency range was similar. Khorrami et al. concluded that this similarity
strongly suggested that growth of vorticity in the shear layer was largely responsible
for radiated noise in the lower frequency range.
Khorrami et al. observed the rapid dissipation of the rolled-up vortices within a
short spatial distance. Based on observations, they surmised that the cove °ow ¯eld
behaves in an unsteady quasi-laminar manner. Therefore, Khorrami et al. [50] try
to circumvent the excessive di®usive e®ects of the turbulence model by switching o®
the turbulence model in a limited zone that enclosed the cove area. The same two-
equation SST ·¡! turbulence model of Menter was used with the explained major
alteration. 2D URANS simulations were performed for three angles of attack of 4, 6,
and 8 degrees, to provide a direct comparison with the previous computations [48].
In addition, the simulations provided an understanding of the e®ects of angle of
attack variation on the shear layer instability modes, the dynamics of the cove °ow
¯eld, and the radiated acoustic ¯eld. In contrast to the fully turbulent simulations,
the partially laminar simulation at an 8 degrees angle of attack showed extremely
complex and highly nonlinear °ow dynamics in the cove region. The shear layer was
self-exciting and no external forcing was used. Vortices did escape through the slat
gap and were severely deformed by the accelerating local °ow. This behavior was
in agreement with the particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements of Paschal et
al. [43] and Takeda et al. [44].
More recently, Deck [51] performed a zonal-detached-eddy simulation of the °ow
around a high-lift con¯guration and the results show good agreement of the com-
puted and measured mean °ows. The calculation captured the important unsteadi-
ness in the slat cove such as rollup and formation of discrete vortices. In Ref. [52]
a 3D simulation with the pseudo-laminar approach was performed and the compu-
tation was compared with the PIV measurements. The results indicate that the
broadband band noise sources are driven by the signi¯cant turbulent °uctuations in
the slat cove region.
1.2.4 Acoustic Liners
1.2.4.1 Introduction of Typical Acoustic Liners
Conventional acoustic liners are generally used on the inside surface of commercial
aircraft jet engines for fan noise reduction. They are based on arrays of Helmholtz
resonators. A Helmholtz resonator (Figure 1.7) has a short neck and then widens out
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into a large volume chamber [53]. Resonance of a Helmoltz resonator is established
when the mass of the plug of air in the neck oscillates against the large volume of
air in the chamber. At resonance, small pressure perturbations give rise to large
oscillating mass °uxes in the neck. These in turn induce large viscous losses, and
narrow band sound absorption is achieved for frequencies close to resonance. In
the absence of a mean °ow, the absorption coe±cient, de¯ned as the proportion
of incident energy absorbed, is a non-linear function of the acoustic pressure. High
incident acoustic pressures are required before the absorption becomes signi¯cant. In
the presence of a mean °ow, the absorption is linear and the absorption coe±cient is
independent of the magnitude of the acoustic pressure. In this instance, absorption
is obtained over a wider range of frequencies [54].
Figure 1.7: Helmholtz resonator [55].
Conventional acoustic liners are normally composed of a perforated plate and
honeycomb core (Figure 1.8). The honeycomb core is composed of cells which, when
bonded to the face sheet, create cavities behind the face sheet. The attachment
of an impervious backing facing sheet to the honeycomb core seals the honeycomb,
isolating each cavity from its neighbours. The main geometric parameters for single-
layer liner con¯gurations are the diameter of the holes of the perforate, the porosity
of the perforate, the thickness of the perforate, and the depth of the cavities.
Tam and Kurbatskii [55] investigated the mechanisms by which the acoustic
energy is dissipated in acoustic liners, using direct numerical simulation of the °ow
¯eld around and inside a liner resonator under the excitation of plane acoustic
waves. A 2D model without outside °ow was considered for this investigation.
Results gave a better understanding of the °ow¯eld and the physics around the
opening of a liner resonator when excited by incident acoustic waves. At low sound
intensity, a strong oscillatory boundary layer, with a jet-like velocity pro¯le around
the opening of the liner was observed. Most of the dissipation was contributed by
the shear gradients of the unsteady boundary layer °ows. At high sound intensity,
the shedding of microvortices from the mouth of the resonator was observed. These
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Figure 1.8: Single-layer acoustic liner [56].
microvortices carried with them a signi¯cant amount of kinetic energy that was
eventually dissipated into heat. The shedding of microvortices is a very e±cient
energy dissipation mechanism.
Typical single-layer acoustic liners are characterized by a single complex quantity
Z, called the acoustic impedance. In frequency domain, it is mathematically de¯ned
as
Z(!) =
^ p0(!)
^ u0
n(!)
= R + iX (1.8)
where ^ p0(!) and ^ u0
n(!) are harmonic components with time factor ei!t of the per-
turbed pressure p0(t) and its induced normal velocity component u0
n(t) into a porous
surface S. Here, angular frequency ! is normalized by sound speed c0 and charac-
teristic length L; ^ p0 by ½0c2
0 with mean air density ½0, ^ u0
n by c0, and Z by ½0c0. In
general, the pressure and velocity are not in phase, thus the impedance is a complex
quantity with a real and imaginary parts. The real part R is referred to as the
acoustic resistance and the imaginary part X is referred to as the acoustic reac-
tance. These quantities are generally frequency dependent. For a given frequency,
the acoustic resistance is only a function of the perforate plate con¯guration. The
acoustic reactance is a function of the perforate plate con¯guration and the cavity
depth behind the perforate plate [56]. The acoustic resistance and reactance are
usually measured empirically. Although, some semi-empirical formulas are available
for their estimates, provided the construction of the panels is su±ciently simple.
Single-layer liners are only one class of a family of passive acoustic resonant
liners. More advanced designs with increased degrees-of-freedom such as double
layers, triple layers, and parallel elements, exist for achieving increased bandwidth
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attenuation. Innovative liner concepts may involve either self-adjusting liners based
on microeletromechanical systems technology, or a conventional passive liner with in-
situ control of an impedance regulating parameter such as bias °ow across the liner
perforate [57]. Active control of liner impedance has been investigated by varying
the perforate ori¯ce geometry [58], using a bias °ow concept that uses a steady bias
°ow (blowing or suction) through the liner, or by increasing the temperature of the
liner to modify its acoustic properties [59, 60]. The bias °ow concept opens up the
possibility of controlling boundary layer °ow simultaneously with noise control.
1.2.4.2 Time Domain Impedance Boundary Condition
Traditionally, the acoustic impedance condition has been limited to frequency do-
main methods, primarily because of the frequency dependent characteristics of lining
materials. Time domain applications of such materials are di±cult to simulate be-
cause of the computation of expensive convolutions. However, a suitable equivalent
of the impedance boundary condition has to be developed in the time domain in
order to apply CAA techniques for computing sound propagation from the unsteady
°ow ¯eld of the leading edge slat. Moreover, a time domain method is most suitable
for the analysis of broadband frequency problems. For broadband noise problems,
frequency domain methods are computationally intensive, while time domain meth-
ods have the ability to handle multi-frequency sources in one single simulation.
For the frequency domain relation Eq. 1.8, it has the equivalent time convolution
of
p
0(t) =
Z 1
¡1
¹ Z(¿)u
0
n(t ¡ ¿)d¿; (1.9)
where ¹ Z is the inverse Fourier transform of Z(!). By Cauchy's theorem, unless all
poles ¸k of Z(!) lie in the upper complex !-plane, i.e. Img(¸k) > 0, the current
value of p0(t) would involve future values of u0
n(t) in
R 0
¡1
¹ Z(¿)u0
n(t ¡ ¿)d¿, which
is unphysical for the violation of causality. In order to evaluate the convolution
practically, a time domain impedance boundary must be causality, stable and con¯ne
the in¯nite convolution to a ¯nite time history.
Several approaches have been made toward the development of a TDIBC. Tam
and Auriault developed their time domain single-frequency and broadband impedance
boundary conditions for the three-parameter impedance model of the Helmholtz res-
onator type by implicitly using the derivative properties of the Fourier transform [61].
For the single frequency case, they propose a boundary condition
X < 0;
@p0
@t
= R
@u0
n
@t
+ X!u
0
n; (1.10)
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Ä OzyÄ orÄ uk's idea is to represent the output as a linear combination of the previous
inputs and outputs. By this approach one can ¯nd an equivalent ¯nite series to a
convolution summation. The · z-transform is a useful tool to accomplish this task.
If the impedance Z can be expressed as a fraction of two ¯nite polynomials in the
complex variables · z, using the shifting property of the · z-transform, one could obtain
a simple relation between the acoustic velocity and pressure. For example, let Z(· z)
be given by
Z(· z) =
a0 + a1· z¡1
1 ¡ b1· z¡1 ¡ b2· z¡2 (1.14)
where as and bs are the model coe±cients. Then application of the impedance
relation in · z-plane yields
(1 ¡ b1· z
¡1 ¡ b2· z
¡2)· p0(· z) = ¡(a0 + a1· z
¡1) · u0
n(z) (1.15)
where · p0 and · u0
n are the · z-transform of the acoustic pressure and normal velocity at
the impedance boundary respectively. Then after the inverse · z-transform using the
shifting property, one obtain
p
0n = b1p
0n¡1 + b2p
0n¡2 ¡ (a0u
0n
n + a1u
0n¡1
n ) (1.16)
where the superscript n indicates the time level. In practical computation, the
parameters of resistance and reactance of the impedance are found using a nonlinear
least square ¯t algorithm to ¯t the measured value. The method was demonstrated
on the re°ection of a Gaussian pulse in one and two dimensions and on the absorption
of waves in a °ow duct with a partially lined impedance wall [66, 67].
More recently, Fung and Ju applied the inverse Fourier transforms to the re°ec-
tion coe±cient (¨) instead of the corresponding impedance, resulting in a stable
time domain impedance boundary condition [68, 69]. In their approach, they de¯ne
the u0+(x ¡ t) and u0¡(x + t) as the uncoupled forward and backward propagating
simple waves through the linear relation
"
u0+
u0¡
#
=
"
1 1
1 ¡1
#"
u0
p0
#
: (1.17)
In frequency domain the re°ective wave at the right boundary is related to the
incident wave by
^ u
0¡ = ^ ¨(!)^ u
0+ (1.18)
where ^ ¨(!) = 1¡Z
1+Z is the re°ection coe±cient in frequency domain. The complex
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sions. Their methods have since been extended to duct acoustics in three dimensions
by Ju and Fung [70], acoustics in partially lined °ow ducts in two dimensions [71],
and re°ection of acoustic sources by an impedance plane for outdoor acoustics [72].
TDIBC developed by Fung et al. is a numerically stable, accurate, and easily
implementable schemes for waves and seems to be the most suitable technique to
numerically investigate the e®ects of liners on the acoustic ¯eld generated by the
slat °ow. So this method is adopted in this work.
1.3 Aim of Research
In the literature review of the preceding section the issues central to this research
have been outlined. The leading edge slat noise is a dominant component of the
total airframe noise during approach and passive control using acoustic liner is a
potential method to mitigate the noise. As the directivity of the slat noise source
and its radiation characteristics into the slat gap is likely to be a complex function
of frequency, °ow and slat geometry. This creates problems for experimentation at
model scale, and a good reason for developing some understanding through the use
of numerical models. The speci¯c aims of the research are to:
1. develop an e±cient and accurate numerical method to study the generation
and far ¯eld radiation of the slat noise of a high-lift wing.
2. implement a stable and e±cient time domain impedance boundary condition
to simulate the re°ection characteristics of acoustic liners.
3. explore the concept of slat noise attenuation using acoustic liners by numerical
simulation.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the numerical models used in the research are described. Firstly,
the description of the CAA code SotonCAA is given and then the acoustic code
SotonLEE is outlined. Finally the radiation model is presented.
After that, in Chapter 3 the numerical simulations of 2D slat trailing edge tonal
noise are presented. The computational work of this chapter is divided into three
parts: (1) an URANS simulation using high-order spatial and temporal schemes
is conducted for wing with high-lift devices deployed; the computed °ow shows
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the presence of vortex shedding and acoustic sources behind the slat trailing edge;
(2) an exercise is conducted on a range of liner impedance values by solving the
linearized Euler equations with a representation of the computed acoustic sources
at the trailing edge of the slat; (3) URANS computations with liner treatment are
conducted for the case of a liner on the slat cove and the case of a combination of
liner on the slat cove surface and liner on the main element respectively.
In Chapter 4 the 2D computational works for low frequency broadband slat
noise are given. Computational results for acoustic ¯eld predicted by the pseudo-
laminar zonal method and the SNGR method are presented and compared; the
SNGR method is then used to study the broadband noise attenuation e®ect of the
acoustic liner treatment on the slat and the main element.
In Chapter 5 the 3D computational works for low frequency broadband slat
noise are presented. The broadband slat noise generation of a modi¯ed high-lift
con¯guration (with °ap retracted) are simulated using LES. The LES calculated
noises sources are then used to drive the APE to investigate the broadband noise
attenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment on the slat and the main element.
Finally in Chapter 6 the main results obtained are summarized and future works
are proposed.
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Numerical Models
The purpose of this second chapter is to describe the numerical models used in the
research. Firstly, the description of the CAA code SotonCAA is given and then the
acoustic code SotonLEE is outlined. Finally the radiation model is presented.
2.1 Introduction
The aim of the computational work is to investigate the noise produced by the
slat °ow and to explore the concept of attenuating the noise by acoustic liner.
Three numerical tools are used for this purpose: a high-order accurate Navier-
Stokes (N-S) °ow solver SotonCAA, a high-order accurate linearized Euler acoustic
solver SotonLEE and an integral radiation model based on the Ffowcs Williams
and Hawkings equation. The CAA solver is used to model the time-dependent °ow
dynamics in the source region. The acoustic solver is used to explore the e®ect of
di®erent liners on noise attenuation. The radiation model is used to obtain the far
¯eld acoustic signal using the time-dependent °ow data as input and gives the direct
comparison for the hard wall wing and lined wing. Details of the three models are
given in the following sections of this chapter.
2.2 Computational Aeroacoustic Solver
The CAA code SotonCAA is used for the high-left wing °ow simulations. Soton-
CAA is a multi-block Navier-Stokes °ow solver for structured grids. It is based on
high-order accurate compact schemes and is at most sixth-order accurate in space
and fourth-order accurate in time. The code possesses excellent wave propagation
characteristics, with marginal dispersion, dissipation and anisotropy errors. By solv-
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ing the governing equations in generalized coordinates in a multi-block fashion, the
code is capable of accommodating complex geometries. The multi-block structure of
the code also provides a convenient basis for the parallelization of the code. Further
details of these features are given in the following sections.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
SotonCAA1 solves the compressible three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. In
the absence of body forces and external heat addition these equations may be written
as follows
@ ^ Q
@t
+
@^ F
@»
+
@ ^ G
@´
+
@ ^ H
@³
=
M1
ReL
[
@^ Fv
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where t is time, x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates, ^ Q = (1=J)[½;½u;½v;½w;½E]
T
denotes the solution vector and J = j@(»;´;&)=@(x;y;z)j is the coordinates trans-
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1In presenting the scheme, the notation u, v, w and x, y, z have been used to represent the
Cartesian velocity components and Cartesian coordinates, respectively. However, for compactness,
tensor notation is employed to denote these quantities in the expressions for the shear stress tensor
and heat °ux vector
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where ½;u;v;w;p and E are the °uid density, Cartesian velocity components, static
pressure and speci¯c total energy, respectively. The speci¯c total energy is de¯ned
as
E = e +
1
2
(u
2 + v
2 + w
2) (2.5)
where e is the speci¯c internal energy density. The pressure is related to the other
thermodynamic variables by the equation of state for an ideal gas
p = (° ¡ 1)½ +
µ
E ¡
1
2
(u
2 + v
2 + w
2)
¶
(2.6)
where ° = cp=cv is the ratio of speci¯c heat coe±cients under constant pressure and
constant volume. The terms U, V and W in the inviscid °uxes are the contravariant
velocities. These are de¯ned as follows
U = »xu + »yv + »zw
V = ´xu + ´yv + ´zw : (2.7)
W = ³xu + ³yv + ³zw
The terms ¾ij are the viscous stresses. These are related to the Cartesian velocity
components by the equation
¾ij = ¹
·µ
@uj
@xi
+
@ui
@xj
¶
¡
2
3
@uk
@xk
±ij
¸
(2.8)
where ¹ is the molecular viscosity and ±ij is the Kronecker delta. The terms bj are
de¯ned as follows
bj = ui¾ij +
1
(° ¡ 1)
¹
Pr
@c2
@xj
(2.9)
where c is the local sound speed.
The governing equations are non-dimensionalized with a reference length L¤,
freestream values of density ½¤
1, sound speed c¤
1 and viscosity ¹¤
1. The superscript
notation ()¤ denotes a reference quantity. On this basis the characteristic parameters
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of Mach number M1, Reynolds number ReL and Prandtl number Pr have the
following de¯nitions
M1 =
ju¤
1j
c¤
1
; ReL =
½¤
1ju¤
1jL¤
¹¤
1
; Pr =
c¤
p¹¤
1
k¤
T
(2.10)
where u¤
1 is the freestream velocity vector, c¤
p is the speci¯c heat coe±cient at
constant pressure and k¤
T is the thermal conductivity coe±cient.
2.2.2 Spatial Discretization
A ¯nite-di®erence approach is employed to discretize the governing equation. This
choice is motivated by the relative ease of formal extension to higher-order accuracy,
low operation count and general °exibility. For any scalar quantity ', the ¯rst spatial
derivative (@'=@»)i at any point i is computed in the transformed plane by solving
the following system of equations
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D
F
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2¯F4»
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2¯F
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where Di, the desired approximation of the spatial derivative, is obtained by adding
the forward DF
i and backward DB
i estimates of the spatial derivative. The coe±-
cients bF;dF;eF etc. determine the spatial properties of the algorithm. The system
of equations encompass a family of schemes ranging in accuracy from the standard
three-point, second-order accurate explicit method to a compact seven-point, eight-
order algorithm. In this work the fourth-order compact scheme of Ashcroft and
Zhang [20] and sixth-order compact scheme of Hixon [19] are employed to evaluate
the spatial derivatives.
The derivatives of the inviscid °uxes are obtained by ¯rst forming the °uxes at
the nodes and subsequently di®erentiating each component using the above formu-
lae. For the computation of the viscous terms, the primitive variables u;v;w and c
are ¯rst di®erentiated to form the components of the stress tensor and the heat °ux
vector at each node. The viscous °ux derivatives are then computed by a second
application of the same scheme.
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2.2.3 Filtering Scheme
The prefactored compact schemes described in the previous section are centered
schemes, and therefore contain no inherent dissipation. Whilst this is desirable
for wave propagation it does leaves such schemes susceptible to failure from the
unchecked growth of high-frequency modes. Such modes can originate from mesh
non-uniformity, boundary conditions, nonlinear °ow feature, or poorly speci¯ed ini-
tial conditions. To overcome these di±culties and extend the °ow solver to practical
problems, while retaining the improved accuracy of the spatial compact discretiza-
tion, the high-order implicit ¯ltering technique due to Visbal and Gaitonde [73] has
been incorporated.
If a component of the solution vector is denoted by ', ¯ltered values ^ ' are
obtained by solving the tridiagonal system
®f ^ 'i¡1 + ^ 'i + ®f ^ 'i+1 =
N X
n=0
an
2
('i+n + 'i¡n) (2.14)
where the coe±cient ®f;®0;®1;¢¢¢;®N determine the order and spectral response
of the ¯lter. With a proper choice of these coe±cients, Equation 2.14 provides a
2Nth-order formula on a 2N+1 point stencil. In Ref. [73] Visbal and Gainonde show,
using a combination of Taylor- and Fourier-series analyses, that the N+1 coe±cients
®0;®1;¢¢¢;®N can be expressed solely in terms of ®f. The adjustable parameter
®f 2 (¡0:5;0:5] then determines the dissipative characteristics of the ¯lter for a
given degree of accuracy. For the work presented the eighth-order ¯lter variant has
been used, with ®f = 0:495. This choice ensures the spectral characteristics of the
¯lter closely match those of the spatial compact discretization, preserving accuracy.
The eighth-order formula requires a nine point stencil, it is therefore not suitable
for use at and near boundary points. In these regions, the order of accuracy of the
¯lter is reduced as the boundary is approached to the level for which a centered
scheme is available. Values along the boundary points are left un¯ltered. The ¯lter
is applied sequentially in each coordinate direction to the conserved variable once
every time step.
2.2.4 Temporal Integration
2.2.4.1 Explicit Runge-Kutta Scheme
The explicit low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme due to Hu, et al. [21] is used to advance
the solution in time. This is an optimized two-step alternating scheme, in which
di®erent coe±cients are employed in the alternating steps. The scheme uses four
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stages in the ¯rst time step and six stages in the second step of the cycle. If the
semi-discretized governing equations are written
d^ Q
dt
= ¡
³
D»^ F + D´ ^ G + D& ^ H
´
+
M1
ReL
³
D»^ Fv + D´ ^ Gv + D& ^ Hv
´
= R(^ Q) (2.15)
where D»;D´ and D& denote the spatial derivative operators, each step in the cycle
may be written
^ Q
n+1
= ^ Q
n
+
N X
i=1
siKi (2.16)
where
Ki = 4tR(^ Q
n
+
i¡1 X
j=1
eijKi) i = 1;2;:::;N: (2.17)
Here N denotes the number of stages in each step, and si and eij are the coe±-
cients of the particular step. The superscript n indicates time level. Integration from
time level n to level n+2, is accomplished by ¯rst using the four-stages schemes to
integrate from time level n to n+1, and then six-stage scheme to integrate from time
level n+1 to n+2. Two-step schemes are favored over single-step schemes as they
permit a greater degree of optimization for wave propagation. In this way the dissi-
pation and dispersion errors of the alternating two-step schemes are reduced below
those attainable through optimization of either of the individual single steps. The
optimization procedure itself extends the accuracy bounds of the alternating two-
step scheme at the expense of the stability bound. The resulted stability condition
for the two-step scheme is 2.52.
To lower computational overheads the two-step alternating scheme is imple-
mented in a low storage format. In low storage format, each of the steps in the
alternating scheme is evaluated by computing
Ki = 4tR(^ Q
n
+ ¹ eiKi¡1) (2.18)
for i = 1;2;:::;N (with ¹ e1 = 0), and then evaluating
^ Q
n+1
= ^ Q
n
+ Kp: (2.19)
This implementation requires three levels of date storage, as opposed to four
levels for the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme.
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2.2.4.2 Implicit Lower-Upper Factorization Scheme
To overcome the CFL limit of explicit schemes, a temporal implicit lower-upper ap-
proximate factorization algorithm employing Newton-like subiterations is developed
to e±ciently solve the complex °ow generated noise problem.
To achieve the second order accuracy, a pseudo-time ¿ is introduce to the Equa-
tion 2.1 and the original governing equations can be written as:
@ ^ Q
@¿
+
@ ^ Q
@t
+
@^ F
@»
+
@ ^ G
@´
+
@ ^ H
@³
=
M1
ReL
[
@^ Fv
@»
+
@ ^ Gv
@´
+
@ ^ Hv
@³
]: (2.20)
Apply the lower-upper approximate factorization method [74, 75, 76] and a
Newton-like subiteration to the Equation 2.20, it may be represented notationally
as follow:
(L + D)D
¡1(D + U)¢^ Q
m = ¡
3^ Qm ¡ 4^ Qn + ^ Qn¡1
2
¡¢tD»6(^ F
m ¡
M1
ReL
^ F
m
v )
¡¢tD´6(^ G
m ¡
M1
ReL
^ G
m
v )
¡¢tD³6(^ H
m ¡
M1
ReL
^ H
m
v ): (2.21)
To obtain this formula, a ¯rst order backward di®erence formula is used to dis-
cretize the pseudo-time derivative and a second order backward di®erence formula
is used to discretize the physical time derivative. The implicit segment of the al-
gorithm incorporates a second order special di®erence and the explicit segment of
the algorithm is evaluated using the 6th order compact scheme [19]. The D»6, D´6
and D³6 represent the 6th order di®erence in », ´ and ³ direction respectively. To
achieve second order temporal accuracy, subiterations are used to reduce the error
due to factorization, linearization and explicit implement of boundary condition. In
Equation 2.21, ^ Qm+1 is the m+1 subiteration to approximate ^ Q at n+1 time level
and ¢^ Q = ^ Qm+1 ¡ ^ Qm. At time level n, the solution is advanced from m=1 and
^ Qm = ^ Qn. Three to ¯ve subiterations per time step is suitable for °ow calculation
which was shown in Ref. [77, 78] and validated in Appendix D.
In Equation 2.21,
L = ¡¢t(^ A
+
i¡1;j;k + ^ B
+
i;j¡1;k + ^ C
+
i;j;k¡1);
D = [3=2 + ¢t(r^ A + r^ B + r^ C)]I; (2.22)
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U = ¢t(^ A
¡
i+1;j;k + ^ B
¡
i;j+1;k + ^ C
¡
i;j;k+1)
where
^ A
+ =
^ A + r^ AI
2
; ^ B
+ =
^ B + r^ BI
2
; ^ C
+ =
^ C + r^ CI
2
;
^ A
¡ =
^ A ¡ r^ AI
2
; ^ B
¡ =
^ B ¡ r^ BI
2
; ^ C
¡ =
^ C ¡ r^ CI
2
(2.23)
and the r^ A = max(j¸^ Aj), r^ B = max(j¸^ Bj) and r^ C = max(j¸^ Cj) where ¸^ A, ¸^ B and
¸^ C are the eigenvalues of °ux Jacobian matrixes ^ A, ^ B and ^ C respectively. The °ux
Jacobian matrixes are calculated from their Cartesian counterparts by:
^ A = »xA + »yB + »zC
^ B = ´xA + ´yB + ´zC (2.24)
^ C = ³xA + ³yB + ³zC
where
A =
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0 1 0 0 0
¡u2 +
°¡1
2 V 2
M (3 ¡ °)u (1 ¡ °)v (1 ¡ °)w ° ¡ 1
¡vu v u 0 0
¡wu w 0 u 0
¡°eu + u(° ¡ 1)V 2
M °e ¡
(°¡1)
2 (2u2 + V 2
M) (1 ¡ °)uv (1 ¡ °)uw °u
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
;
(2.25)
B =
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0 0 1 0 0
¡uv v u 0 0
¡v2 +
°¡1
2 V 2
M (1 ¡ °)u (3 ¡ °)v (1 ¡ °)w ° ¡ 1
¡wv 0 w v 0
¡°ev + v(° ¡ 1)V 2
M (1 ¡ °)uv °e ¡
(°¡1)
2 (2v2 + V 2
M) (1 ¡ °)vw °v
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
;
(2.26)
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C =
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0 0 0 1 0
¡uw w 0 u 0
¡vw 0 w v 0
¡w2 +
°¡1
2 V 2
M (1 ¡ °)u (1 ¡ °)v (3 ¡ °)w ° ¡ 1
¡°ew + w(° ¡ 1)V 2
M (1 ¡ °)uw (1 ¡ °)vw °e ¡
(°¡1)
2 (2w2 + V 2
M) °w
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
(2.27)
and V 2
M = u2 + v2 + w2.
The eigenvalues of ^ A are: U;U;U;U + c
p
»2
x + »2
y + »2
z and U ¡ c
p
»2
x + »2
y + »2
z;
the eigenvalues of ^ B are: V;V;V;V + c
p
´2
x + ´2
y + ´2
z and V ¡ c
p
´2
x + ´2
y + ´2
z; the
eigenvalues of ^ C are: W;W;W;W + c
p
³2
x + ³2
y + ³2
z and W ¡ c
p
³2
x + ³2
y + ³2
z.
2.2.5 Turbulence Model
The turbulence model implemented in the SotonCAA code is Spalart-Allmaras
(SA) [79] one-equation turbulence model which solves a single partial di®erential
equation for a working variables related to the turbulent viscosity. It is written as
@^ º
@t
+ uj
@^ º
@xj
= Cb1[1 ¡ ft2]­^ º
+
M1
ReL
½
Cb1[(1 ¡ ft2)fº2 + ft2]
1
·2 ¡ Cw1fw
¾µ
^ º
d
¶2
¡
M1
ReL
Cb2
¾
^ º
@2^ º
@x2
j
+
M1
ReL
1
¾
@
@xj
·
(º + (1 + Cb2)^ º)
@^ º
@xj
¸
(2.28)
where d is the distance to the closest wall and ^ º is the working variable. The
turbulent eddy viscosity ºt is obtained from,
ºt = ½^ ºfº1; fº1 =
Â3
Â3 + C3
º1
; Â ´
^ º
º
: (2.29)
The other variables in Equation 2.28 can be determined by
ft2 = Ct3 exp(¡Ct4Â
2); (2.30)
fW = g
·
1 + C6
W3
g6 + C6
W3
¸
1
6
=
"
g¡6 + C
¡6
W3
1 + C
¡6
W3
#¡ 1
6
; (2.31)
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g = r + CW2(r
6 ¡ r); (2.32)
r =
^ º
^ S
³
Re
M1
´
·2d2
(2.33)
where
^ S = ­ +
^ ºfº2 ³
Re
M1
´
·2d2
; (2.34)
fº2 = 1 ¡
Â
1 + Âfº1
; (2.35)
CW1 =
Cb1
·2 +
(1 + Cb2)
¾
: (2.36)
The constants are
Cb1 = 0:1355; ¾ = 2
3; Cb2 = 0:622;
· = 0:41; CW3 = 2:0; CW2 = 0:3;
Cº1 = 7:1; Ct3 = 1:2; Ct4 = 0:5:
(2.37)
2.2.6 Subgrid Stress Model for LES
The idea of large eddy simulation is that as the large scale eddies of °ow are de-
pendent on the geometry and the small scale structures are more universal, it is
possible to solve the large scale eddies explicitly and model the e®ect of small scale
structures. To decompose an arbitrary variable ' into its large scale and small scale
(the so called subgrid scales in LES) components, the variable is ¯ltered as:
¹ ' =
Z
#
@'d# (2.38)
where @ is the grid ¯ltering function and the integration is carried out over the entire
°ow domain. Then the ' can be written as:
' = ¹ ' + 'sg (2.39)
where the ¹ ' is the large scale component and the 'sg is the subgrid scales component
of '. The Favre-averaged variable is de¯ned as
~ ' =
½'
¹ ½
(2.40)
with this formulation, the ^ Q in Equation 2.1 can be write as ^ Q = (1=J)[¹ ½; ¹ ½~ u; ¹ ½~ v; ¹ ½ ~ w; ¹ ½ ~ E]
and the Equations 2.2s 2.4 become:
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^ F =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
¹ ½~ U
¹ ½~ u~ U + »x¹ p
¹ ½~ v ~ U + »y¹ p
¹ ½ ~ w~ U + »z¹ p
¹ ½ ~ E ~ U + »xiui¹ p
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
; (2.41)
^ G =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
¹ ½~ V
¹ ½~ u~ V + ´x¹ p
¹ ½~ v~ V + ´y¹ p
¹ ½ ~ w~ V + ´z¹ p
¹ ½ ~ E ~ V + ´xiui¹ p
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
; (2.42)
^ H =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
¹ ½ ~ W
¹ ½~ u ~ W + ³x¹ p
¹ ½~ v ~ W + ³y¹ p
¹ ½ ~ w ~ W + ³z¹ p
¹ ½ ~ E ~ W + ³xiui¹ p
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
; (2.43)
^ Fv =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0
»xi(~ ¾i1 + ¿i1)
»xi(~ ¾i2 + ¿i2)
»xi(~ ¾i3 + ¿i3)
»xi[~ uj(~ ¾ij + ¿ij) ¡ ~ qi ¡ `i]
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
; (2.44)
^ Gv =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0
´xi(~ ¾i1 + ¿i1)
´xi(~ ¾i2 + ¿i2)
´xi(~ ¾i3 + ¿i3)
´xi[~ uj(~ ¾ij + ¿ij) ¡ ~ qi ¡ `i]
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
; (2.45)
^ Hv =
1
J
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0
³xi(~ ¾i1 + ¿i1)
³xi(~ ¾i2 + ¿i2)
³xi(~ ¾i3 + ¿i3)
³xi[~ uj(~ ¾ij + ¿ij) ¡ ~ qi ¡ `i]
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
: (2.46)
In this expression, the components of the stress tensor and heat °ux vector are:
~ ¾ij = ~ ¹(
@»k
@xj
@~ ui
@»k
+
@»k
@xi
@~ uj
@»k
¡
2
3
±ij
@»l
@xk
@~ uk
@»l
); (2.47)
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~ qi = ¡
·
~ ¹
(° ¡ 1)Pr
¸
@»j
@xi
@ ~ T
@»j
(2.48)
and the corresponding subgrid scale stress and heat °ux are given as:
¿ij = ¡
ReL
M1
¹ ½(g uiuj ¡ ~ ui~ uj); (2.49)
`i =
ReL
M1
¹ ½(g uiT ¡ ~ ui ~ T): (2.50)
They are obtained from the Smagorinsky subgrid stress (SGS) model [80]:
¿ij ¡
1
3
¿kk±ij = ¡2¹t
µ
~ Áij ¡
1
3
~ Ákk±ij
¶
(2.51)
where
~ Áij =
1
2
µ
@»k
@xj
@~ ui
@»k
+
@»k
@xi
@~ uj
@»k
¶
(2.52)
and
¹t =
ReL
M1
Csgs¢
2¹ ½~ ÁM: (2.53)
The subgrid scale heat °ux vector is calculated with a constant turbulent Prandtl
number assumption:
`i = ¡
µ
¹t
Prt
¶
@»j
@xi
@ ~ T
@»j
: (2.54)
In the model, Csgs is the eddy-viscosity model constant which is chosen as
0.008464. The ~ ÁM is the magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor which is de¯ned
as:
~ ÁM = (2~ Áij ~ Áij)
1=2 (2.55)
and the eddy-viscosity length scale is obtained as:
¤ =
µ
1
J
¶1=3
: (2.56)
The isotropic part of the stress tensor in Equations 2.51, 1
3¿kk, is commonly
neglected in a low Mach number °ow calculation.
2.2.7 Boundary Conditions
Several boundary condition types are used in numerical simulations: no-slip, far¯eld
boundary, impedance boundary condition, etc.
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2.2.7.1 No-slip Boundary
The no-slip boundary condition is an adiabatic, viscous surface boundary condition.
The no-slip condition is imposed by setting the three Cartesian velocity components
to zero. The pressure on the wall is determined from linear extrapolation from the
¯rst two adjacent interior mesh points. The wall temperature is set to ensure that
the adiabatic condition is satis¯ed.
2.2.7.2 Far¯eld Boundary
The far¯eld boundary condition is obtained using an explicit bu®er zone method [81].
The computational grid is extended to create an extra layer, bu®er zone, surround-
ing the main computational domain and in the bu®er zone, the solution vector is
explicitly damped after each time step using
Q
n+1 = ¶ Q
n+1 ¡ &(¶ Q
n+1 ¡ Qtarget) (2.57)
where ¶ Qn+1 is the solution vector after each time step and Qtarget is the expected
value in the bu®er zone. The damping coe±cient, & , varies smoothly according to
the function,
&(xbz) = &max(1 +
xbz ¡ Lbz
Lbz
)
¯bz (2.58)
where Lbz is the width of the bu®er zone, xbz is the distance measured from the
inner boundary of the bu®er zone and &max and ¯bz are coe±cients which determine
the shape of the damping function. In the present study, &max=1.0, ¯bz=2.5 are
used. The target values of the solution vector are set equal to the initial free stream
values.
2.2.7.3 Impedance Boundary
On the acoustically treated wall, the time domain impedance boundary condition
proposed by Fung et al. [68] is applied. The details of the method are given in
Appendix A. In the viscous simulation, the acoustic variables are obtained by sub-
tracting the local mean values from the total unsteady solutions. The tangential
velocity of wall are set as zero to satisfy the no-slip condition in that direction. The
wall temperature is set to ensure that the adiabatic condition is satis¯ed.
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2.3 Linearized Acoustics Solver
The computational acoustics code SotonLEE is used for the computation of the
sound ¯eld. SotonLEE is an explicit multi-block solver for structured grids which
solves the linearized Euler equations. In Cartesian system, the linearized Euler
equation can be written as
@½0
@t
+ r ¢ (½0u
0 + u0½
0) = 0
@u0
@t
+ (u0 ¢ r)u
0 + (u
0 ¢ r)u0 +
rp0
½0
= 0 (2.59)
where the di®erential operator r is given by
r =
@
@x
^ i +
@
@y
^ j +
@
@z
^ k (2.60)
and x;y;z are Cartesian coordinates; ½ is density, p is pressure and u is the velocity
vector. Subscript ()0 sign denotes time averaged mean value and prime sign denotes
the perturbation value.
To model the acoustic sources, the acoustic perturbation equations (APE) pro-
posed in Ref. [82] are adopted here:
@½0
@t
+ r ¢ (½0u
0 + u0½
0) = 0
@u0
@t
+ r(u0 ¢ u
0) + r(
p0
½0
) = qm (2.61)
where qm is the source term vector which is de¯ned in APE-4 system of Ref. [82] as
the negative value of the perturbation of the Lamb vector (L):
qm = ¡L
0 = ¡(! £ u)
0 (2.62)
where ! = r £ u.
The spatial discretization and ¯ltering scheme of SotonLEE are same as that of
SotonCAA. The temporal integration scheme is the explicit Runge-Kutta scheme [21]
and the bu®er zone is applied surrounding the computation domain where the target
values are set using the mean values. The slip wall condition is applied for the hard
wall and the impedance boundary condition is applied for the lined wall.
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2.4 Radiation Model
To resolve the acoustic ¯eld in the far ¯eld an integral technique, based on the
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation [11] has been implemented. The FW-H
equation is an exact rearrangement of the Navier-Stokes equation and is appropriate
for computing the acoustic ¯eld when solid boundaries play a direct role in the
generation of sound. The solution of the FW-H equation is obtained in the terms
of volume and surface integrals and may be used to predict the far ¯eld acoustic
signal based solely on near ¯eld data. The FW-H method has typically been applied
by having the integration surface coincide with solid boundaries, but the method is
still applicable when the surface is o® the body and permeable. Thus the FW-H
equation is valid even if the integration surface lies in the nonlinear region [83].
This °exibility, coupled with the fact that the solution is often well approximated
by the surface integrals alone, makes the FW-H method an attractive technique for
predicting the far ¯eld acoustic signal. In the followings a derivation of the FW-H
equation, as employed in the acoustic propagation code, is given.
The FW-H equation may be derived by considering a generic body with surface
S, described by the equation fs = 0, immersed in a °uid. If the °ow variables are
regarded as generalized functions the validity of the equation of °uid motion may
be extended to all space through the use of the Heaviside function. The resulting
equations may then be combined in the manner originally proposed by Lighthill to
form an inhomogeneous wave equation valid throughout all space. The equation is
known as FW-H equation and in di®erential form may be written
µ
1
c2
0
@2
@t2 ¡
@2
@x2
i
¶
¡
c
2
0(½ ¡ ½0)H(fs)
¢
=
@2
@xi@xj
(TijH(fs))
¡
@
@xi
(Li±(fs)) +
@
@t
(Un±(fs)) (2.63)
where
Tij = ½uiuj ¡ ¾ij + [(p ¡ po) ¡ c
2
o(½ ¡ ½0)]±ij; (2.64)
Li = Lij ^ nj = [½ui(uj ¡ vj) + (p ¡ p0)±ij ¡ ¾ij] ^ nj; (2.65)
Un = Ui ^ ni = [½(ui ¡ vi) + ½0vi]^ ni (2.66)
and H() is the Heaviside function, ±() is the Dirac delta function, ui is the °uid
velocity component in the xi direction, vi is the integration surface S velocity com-
ponent in the xi direction and ^ ni is the component of the unit outward normal vector
^ n to surface S in the xi direction.
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Tij is known as the Lighthill stress tensor, and represents the volume quadrupole
sources. The components of Tij are the Reynolds stresses, the viscous stresses and
terms relating to entropy and °uid inhomogeneity. Li is a surface dipole. The ¯rst
term of Li relates to the °ux of momentum across the surface S, while the rest terms
of Li, (p ¡ p0)±ij ¡ ¾ij, is the force per unit area applied over S. Un is a surface
monopole. It is composed of two components. The ¯rst represents the mass °ux
through the surface, while the second is the equivalent mass °ux due to the surface
motion.
Away from the source region Equation 2.63 reduces to the homogenous wave
equation and the term c2
0(½¡½0) tends to the acoustic pressure. An integral formula
expressing the solution of Equation 2.63 may be obtained in terms of a Green's
function G(x;tjy;¿) satisfying the equation
µ
1
c2
0
@2
@t2 ¡
@2
@x2
i
¶
G(x;tjy;¿) = ±(x ¡ y)±(t ¡ ¿) (2.67)
for an impulsive point source. The Green's function G(x;tjy;¿) may be thought of
as representing the response at x and the time t due to an impulsive forcing at the
point y and the time ¿. The solution is formed by multiplying Equation 2.67 by
the right-hand-side of Equation 2.63 at position y and the time ¿ and integrating
over all space and time, including the volume interior to S. Exploiting the sifting
property of the Dirac delta functions in Equation 2.67, an integral equation for the
acoustic pressure p0 at time t and position x may be written
p
0(x;t) =
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
V
Z ·
G
@2
@yi@yj
(TijH(fs))
¸
dV (y)d¿
¡
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
V
Z ·
G
@
@ yi
(Li±(fs)) ¡ G
@
@¿
(Un±(fs))
¸
dV (y)d¿: (2.68)
Assuming the volume sources are limited to a ¯nite region of space, the spatial
and temporal derivative may be moved from the source terms to the Green's function
using partial integration to obtain
p
0(x;t) =
1 Z
¡1
Z Z
V (¿)
Z
Tij
@2G
@yi@yj
dV (y)d¿ +
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
S(¿)
Li
@G
@yi
dS(y)d¿
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¡
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
S(¿)
Un
@G
@¿
dS(y)d¿ (2.69)
where the properties of the Heaviside function have been used to limit the ¯rst
volume integral to the region external to S, and the sifting property of the Dirac
delta functions has been used to reduce the remaining volume integrals to surface
integrals.
Equation 2.69 is the fundamental equation governing the generation of sound
in the presence of solid boundaries. It is exact and applies to any region which is
bounded by permeable surfaces in arbitrary motion. When the righthand side of this
equation is known the pressure perturbations in the sound ¯eld can be calculated.
Substitution of a Green's function appropriate to the particular problem considered
completes the solution. In this work the free space Green's function is used. The
three-dimensional free space Green's function is
G0(x;tjy;¿)) =
±(g)
4¼r
(2.70)
where g = ¿ ¡t+r=c0 and r = jx¡yj is the distance between observer and source.
To obtain the speci¯c formulation of the FW-H equation implemented numer-
ically we ¯rst recall the elementary symmetry properties of the free space Green's
function
@G0
@t
= ¡
@G0
@¿
and
@G0
@xi
=
@G0
@yi
: (2.71)
Using these properties the spatial and temporal derivatives of G0 with respect
to source coordinate y and time ¿ are replaced by derivatives with respect to ob-
server coordinate x and time t. Then, as the integration is performed on the source
coordinate y and time ¿, the spatial and temporal derivatives may be moved out of
the integrals to obtain
p
0(x;t) =
@2
@xi@xj
1 Z
¡1
Z Z
V (¿)
Z
Tij
±(g)
4¼r
dV (y)d¿ ¡
1
c0
@
@t
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
S(¿)
Li^ ri
±(g)
4¼r
dS(y)d¿
+
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
S(¿)
Li^ ri
±(g)
4¼r2dS(y)d¿ +
@
@t
1 Z
¡1
ZZ
S(¿)
Un
±(g)
4¼r
dS(y)d¿ (2.72)
where ^ ri is the component of the unit vector ^ r in the xi direction and ^ r = (x ¡
y)=j(x ¡ y)j.
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The identity [84]
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has been used to eliminate the spatial derivative in the second source term. To eval-
uate the integrals over the delta functions it is convenient to introduce a coordinate
system in which the surface S(¿) is stationary. In general, the surface may move ar-
bitrarily and it would be appropriate to introduce a Lagrangian coordinate ³L(y;¿).
However, for the work undertaken here, it is su±cient to consider the surface to be
rigid, and restrict our attention to a Cartesian coordinate system that simply trans-
lates with velocity Us. The Jacobian of the transform between the two Cartesian
coordinate is taken to be unity, as is the ratio of the area elements dS(³L)=dS(y).
In the translating coordinate system ³L the volume and surface integrals are in-
dependent of ¿. Therefore, the order of the integration may be interchanged and
integration with respect to ¿ can be carried out to obtain the FW-H equation in
source ¯xed coordinates
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where Mr = Mi^ ri is the projection of the local surface Mach number Mi = vi=c0
in the radiation direction, Lr = Li^ ri, and the notation []r+ indicates the quantity
enclosed within the brackets is to be evaluated at position ³L and the retarded time
¿+ = t ¡ jx ¡ y(³L;¿+)j=c0.
To complete the derivation we note that as r = jx ¡ y(³L;¿)j is a function of ¿,
the relation for retarded time g = ¿ ¡ t + r=c0 may be used to show
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which enables the time derivative to be taken inside the ¯nal integral, and evaluated
analytically to obtain
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where a dot indicates di®erentiation with respect to ¿. Equation 2.76, with the
volume quadrupole term neglected, is known as formulation 1A of Farassat [85]. It
forms the basis of the acoustic propagation code and, expecting the neglection of
the quadrupole term, is exact and therefore valid both in the near and far ¯eld.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented details of the numerical methods employed in this re-
search. Results obtained with these tools are presented in the following chapters.
43Chapter 3
2D Slat Trailing Edge Tonal Noise
Simulations
3.1 Introduction
Lighthill demonstrated that aerodynamic noise is caused by shear stresses dis-
tributed through the °uid [9]. In jet noise, where the sources radiate independently
of solid surfaces, the sources are relatively ine±cient and obey an M8 power law.
When the sources are associated with °ow over a blu® body, such as an aircraft
landing gear, the noise obeys an M6 power law [10]. Noise radiated by turbulence
convected past a trailing edge is an e±cient type of aerodynamic noise source, and
Ffowcs Williams and Hall demonstrated that the scattering e®ect of the trailing
edge increases the e±ciency of the sources to an M5 power law [86]. The fact that
slat noise measured for aircraft in °ight obeys an M5 power law [87] is a key point
in favour of the slat trailing edge being the dominant sources of noise radiation, al-
though this says nothing about the origins of the turbulence that drives the sources.
The importance of slat noise as a source of community noise disturbance is partly
a function of its directivity, with slat noise tending to dominate when the aircraft
is in the overhead position, when the aircraft is at its point of closest approach to
an observer. It has been argued that this directivity may be associated with the
acoustic characteristics of the slat gap, with the local geometry and °ow combining
to increase further the acoustic e±ciency of the trailing edge source and to redirect
the sound towards the ground, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Besides being dependent on the slat gap geometry, the directivity of slat trailing
edge noise will also be a function of the directivity of the source. For a compact
aerofoil, such as a helicopter blade, Amiet showed that the trailing edge source
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Figure 3.1: Notional acoustic model for slat noise trailing edge sources directivity.
would have a dipole-like sin2(µT) directivity [88], whereas Ffowcs Williams and Hall
showed that for a semi-in¯nite plate the directivity would be a sin2(µT=2) cardioid
shape [86]. The µT is the angel relative to the trailing edge as show in Figure 3.1.
The directivity of the source and its radiation characteristics into the slat gap is
likely to be a complex function of frequency, °ow and slat geometry. This creates
problems for experimentation at model scale, and a good reason for developing some
understanding through the use of numerical models.
The computational work of this chapter is divided into three parts: (1) an
URANS simulation using high-order spatial and temporal schemes is conducted
for wing with high-lift devices deployed; the computed °ow shows the presence of
vortex shedding and acoustic sources behind the slat trailing edge; (2) an exercise
is conducted on a range of liner impedance values by solving the linearized Euler
equations with a representation of the computed acoustic source at the trailing edge
of the slat; (3) URANS computations with liner treatment are conducted for the
case of a liner on the slat cove and the case of a combination of liner on the slat
cove surface and liner on the main element respectively.
Unless indicated otherwise, all values in the followings of this chapter are shown
in non-dimensionalized form and all the length scales are non-dimensionalized by
C¤ = 0:8 m which is the chord length of the wing without the slat and °ap deployed,
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velocities are non-dimensionalized by c¤
1 = 340 m/s, density is non-dimensionalized
by ½¤
1 = 1:225 kg=m3, pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤
1c¤2
1.
3.2 Aeroacoustic Simulation with Hard Wall Con-
dition
3.2.1 Geometry and Flow Condition
A simulation of the viscous °ow ¯eld without acoustic liner treatment is performed
¯rst to capture the pattern of the acoustic ¯eld induced by the °ow over the slat of
the standard high-lift wing. The wing model comprises a main element, a leading
edge slat and trailing edge °ap geometry (Figure 3.2).
δs
C
δf
gs
os
gf
of
Figure 3.2: Geometry of three-element wing model.
The model has a chord length C of 0.8m without the slat and °ap deployed.
The slat and °ap chords are 12% and 26% of the overall chord length, respectively.
The main geometry settings are listed in Table 3.1, where the distances are given as
percentages of the chord in the stowed con¯guration and the angles are the relative
angles of the stowed position and the deployed position. The freestream Mach
number is 0.2 and the main element angle of attack is 5 degrees, corresponding to
a typical approach condition. Reynolds number is 3.6 million, based on the airfoil
chord with the high-lift devices retracted.
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Parameter Setting
Slat angle ±s, degrees 23
Slat gap gs, % 1.7
Slat overhang os, % 0.5
Flap angle ±f, degrees 32
Flap gap gf, % 2.0
Flap overhang of, % 0.55
Table 3.1: Geometrical settings for high-lift devices.
3.2.2 Grid and Computational Details
The computational domains were designed to resolve the turbulence °ow of the high-
lift wing. An overview of the grid surrounding the wing is given in Figure 3.3 and the
total computational domain ranges form -10 to 10 in both x and y directions. For
this high-lift °ow computation the grid must be handled with care so that accurate
results are obtained with an acceptable number of grid points. The two-dimensional
grids have 34 zones, with a total of 393,574 grid points and the 1-1 matched grid
block topology is used to achieve the necessary high accuracy.
In the computations, mesh clustering is enforced near solid surfaces, the trailing
edge of the slat, in the wake behind the slat, and around the cove of the slat as
shown in Figure 3.4. In order to capture the vortex shedding near the trailing-edge,
the tailing edge of the slat had a thickness of 7:375 £ 10¡4 rather than an idealized
sharp edge (Figure 3.5) and 49 grid points are used along the thickness of the slat
trailing edge. The meshes were designed to ensure y+ = O(1) along all solid walls.
Near the leading-edge slat, the boundary layers were resolved with a minimum of
30 mesh points.
For the URANS simulations, the SA turbulence model is applied and the sixth-
order compact scheme [19] is used to approximate the spatial derivatives with the
eighth-order ¯lter [73] to prevent the numerical instability. The ¯rst step of the
explicit LDDRK method [21] is adopted to advance the solution in time with a time
step size of 1:0 £ 10¡6 corresponding to a Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) number
of 0.3. Based on eight 2.2 GHz AMD Opterons CPUs with 16 GB of RAM, 1.16
second CPU time per time step is needed. After the initial transient phase, 2,000,000
steps are advanced for the hard wall case. The hard wall result is used as the initial
condition for the lined wall cases and 680,000 steps are calculated for each lined wall
case.
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Figure 3.3: A view of the grid surrounding the high-lift wing.
3.2.3 Aeroacoustic Field
The time-accurate solution is quasi-periodic after the initial transient phase. The
time-averaged Mach contours near the slat (Figure 3.6) display a recirculation zone
in the slat cove, a shear layer originating from the slat cusp and acceleration of the
local °ow through the gap. In Figure 3.6 the shear layer is seen to separate the
gap °ow and the recirculation zone. The shear layer thickens as it curves up and
reattaches to the cove surface near the slat trailing edge. The shear layer is a good
ampli¯er of the unsteadiness generated near the cusp of the slat. In fact features such
as shear layer instabilities and roll-up of large vortical structures were reported in
earlier model tests [44, 89]. Due to the excessive dissipative e®ect of the turbulence
model the present simulations fail to capture these phenomena. Figure 3.7 shows
an instantaneous vorticity ¯eld near the slat cove region, where vorticity is de¯ned
as the curl of velocity vector. In the slat cove region the vorticity ¯eld is nearly
stable and no large scale coherent structures are captured in the current URANS
simulations.
Periodic °ow °uctuations are mainly concentrated at the slat trailing edge, and
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Figure 3.4: A view of the grid in the vicinity of the slat (every 4th point is shown).
are caused by the vortex shedding at that edge because of global wake instabil-
ity [90, 91]. A region of absolute instability of su±cient length and growth rate
existing in the near-wake of a body is a necessary condition for the existence of the
shedding. In Figure 3.8, the time-averaged Mach contours near the slat trailing edge
show some characteristics of the trailing wake. Because the °ow through the gap
moves faster, the wake is asymmetric and exhibits an upward de°ection. Close to
the edge, the wake possesses a region of reversed °ow. This region suggests the ex-
istence of absolute instabilities which cause the vortex shedding phenomenon. The
instantaneous vorticity ¯eld behind the slat trailing edge is shown in Figure 3.9.
The established vortex street shows the existence of vortex shedding at the trailing
edge.
Figure 3.10 shows °uctuating pressure ¯eld and established wave patterns near
the trailing edge and cove region of the slat. The °uctuating ¯eld is obtained by
subtracting the local mean values from the total unsteady solutions. The waves
are seen to emanate from the trailing edge, impinge on the surface of main element
and be re°ected, as depicted by the image acoustic source in Figure 3.1. As the
waves propagate downward along the slat cove and main element surface there is a
distinct interference pattern across the gap and in the cove area, which is indicative
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Figure 3.5: A view of the gird near the trailing edge of the slat (every 4th point is
shown).
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Figure 3.6: Time-averaged Mach contours near the leading edge slat.
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Figure 3.7: Instantaneous vorticity contours near the leading edge slat.
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Figure 3.8: Time-averaged Mach contours near the trailing edge of the slat.
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Figure 3.9: Instantaneous vorticity ¯eld near the trailing edge of the slat.
of modal propagation in the slat gap and as illustrated by the re°ected ray path
in Figure 3.1. The waves are channeled down the slowly expanding channel of the
slat gap and is di®racted around the edge of the main element and the cusp of
the slat. It is directed towards the ground when the aircraft attitude is taken into
account. The frequency spectra of the pressure °uctuations near the slat trailing
edge is shown in Figure 3.11. The pressure monitoring point is located along the slat
chord line and at a distance of 1:475 £ 10¡3 from the trailing edge of the slat. The
spectra is obtained by performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the monitored
pressure history. The sampling rate is 1:0 £ 105 and a total of 54,400 samples are
used corresponding to 32 periods of oscillation. The resulting frequency resolution is
about 1.8. Figure 3.11 shows that the self-excited hydrodynamic resonance - vortex
shedding - produces sharp peaks in the spectra at harmonics of the fundamental
vortex shedding frequency of 58.824 which corresponds a Strouhal number of 0.21
which agrees with the computational and experimental results of the slat trailing
edge noise of a EET model [30]. There are elements of broadband noise but it
should be noted that the URANS simulation is likely to suppress the broadband
noise component.
A re¯ned-grid aeroacoustic calculation with hard wall condition is performed to
test the accuracy obtained in the preceding results. The details of the grids are
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given in; Grid 2 is the grid used in earlier calculation. The Fourier transform of
the monitored pressure history shows that the shedding frequency is 56.471 for the
re¯ned-grid calculation. The sound pressure level (SPL) at the monitor point is
127dB for the re¯ned-grid solution and 129 dB for the original-grid solution. Here
the SPL is de¯ned as
SPL = 20log10 (p
0
RMS=pref)dB (3.1)
where p0
RMS is the root mean square (RMS) value of the pressure perturbation and
pref is a reference pressure which equals to 20 ¹Pa.
The small di®erence in amplitude and frequency of the monitored pressure re-
veals that the results of original computation have little grid dependency and their
accuracy is veri¯ed su±ciently.
Grid 1 Grid 2
Grid points along curve A 401 353
Grid points along curve B 257 197
Grid points along slat trailing edge 65 49
Table 3.2: Grid distributions near the trailing edge slat; Curve A and curve B are
shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.10: Fluctuating pressure ¯eld around the slat.
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time per time step is required. Every case required 1 hour 42 minutes to complete
and a total of 66 cases are assessed.
Based on the viscous °ow result the source of noise near the trailing edge is
replaced with a dipole with a frequency of 58.824. The dipole is realized by adding
a source term qe to the energy equation of the LEE that can be written as:
qe = Am ¢ sin(!t) ¢ exp
"
¡ln(2)
(x ¡ x1)2 + (y ¡ y1)2
r2
dipole
#
¡Am ¢ sin(!t) ¢ exp
"
¡ln(2)
(x ¡ x2)2 + (y ¡ y2)2
r2
dipole
#
(3.2)
where !=462, Am=0.0025! and rdipole=0.005. Setting the trailing edge of the slat as
the origin, (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are given as (-0.0001875, 0.000225) and (0.0001875,
-0.000225) respectively.
Figure 3.12: Computational grid for liner evaluation (every 4th point is shown).
The liner condition is applied to the slat cove surface and part of the main
element surface as shown in Figure 3.13. The slat cove liner starts from the cusp
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of the slat, but at the slat trailing edge the available depth is too small to apply
a practical liner, the liner treatment is thus only extended to a position where at
least 6:25 £ 10¡3 depth is available The liner length is 76% of the total slat cove
surface length. On the basis that the acoustic liner on the main element should
probably avoid the leading edge stagnation point, so as to minimize any possible
aerodynamic penalty, the liner is started from a position on the suction surface at
a distance of 0.01 from the leading edge and is extended for a distance of about six
wavelengths at the frequency of 58.824. When slat is at retracted position, the liner
on the main element is covered totally by the slat. Numerical tests show that any
further extension of the liner treatment on main element would have an insigni¯cant
e®ect on the noise attenuation performance.
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Figure 3.13: A schematic of the LEE liner study.
To provide an assessment of the bene¯t of the acoustic liners, the far¯eld directiv-
ity is obtained by solving the FW-H equation using formulation 1A of Farassat [85] in
which the volume quadrupole terms are neglected. The integration surface for solv-
ing the FW-H equation is generated by extruding a curve in the spanwise direction
with a span from -0.625 to 0.625. Setting the trailing edge of the slat as the origin,
the curve is a portion of an ellipse which is generated by rotating the ellipse anti-
clockwise by 40 degrees and the ellipse is centered at x = ¡0:0085;y = ¡0:04025
with a major axis of 0.09675 and a minor axis of 0.0465. The integration surface
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is truncated by the main element. The observers are positioned at z=0 on a circle
with the radius of 12.5 from the trailing edge of the slat. The objective function for
the evaluation process needs to show the di®erence between the acoustic ¯elds of
the wing with hard wall and lined wall as a function of the liner resistance R and
reactance X; and the same impedance value are used on both the slat cove liner
and the main wing liner. Optimum liner impedance characteristics are found by
minimizing the averaged SPL, in decibels, along the observe circle. The objective
function can be written as
A = 20log10
s1 R
s0
j p0
rms jhard = j p0
rms jlined ds
s1 R
s0
ds
(3.3)
where A stands for the space averaged attenuation, j p0
rms jhard is the RMS acoustic
pressure for the hard wall case and j p0
rms jlined is the RMS acoustic pressure for
the lined wall case. s denotes the distance measured along the observe circle. The
position of the acoustic source, the integration surface around the slat and the
location of the acoustic liners are shown in Figure 3.13.
3.3.2 Acoustic Field Results and Liner Performance
The liner impedance optimization is performed with the slat cove surface and part
of the main element surface both lined. The contours of attenuation are plotted
in plane of the impedance design variables to obtain the maximum of the objective
function (Figures 3.14 and 3.15 ). A 6£11 grid in the design variable space is used so
that a total of 66 cases are assessed. Two evaluations are performed using di®erent
monitoring lengths. In the ¯rst evaluation (case I) the space averaged attenuation
is obtained along the whole observe circle while in the second evaluation (case II)
the attenuation is evaluated on a truncated portion of the observe circle, between
the observation angles of 240 degrees and 340 degrees. The angle is relative to
the x direction and increases anti-clockwise. The results are shown in Figures 3.14
and 3.15; there is a well-de¯ned optimum point: R=1.3 X=-1.9. The di®erent
maximum attenuations, 3.2dB for case I and 7.1 dB for case II, indicate the direction
dependent characteristics of the attenuation performance. The relatively large region
of the impedance plane over which optimal or near optimal liner behavior is predicted
suggests that a liner designed with no mean °ow should also perform well for the case
with a mean °ow up to perhaps Mach number 0.3 [92], although the negative mean
°ow (sound propagating upstream) may be expected to increase the attenuation
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slightly, and may result in a slightly di®erent optimum impedance value.
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Figure 3.14: Attenuation contour map for the complete observe circle.
The e®ect of liner arrangement is now considered. The instantaneous acoustic
pressure contours for four di®erent cases (hard wall, slat lined, main element lined
and both slat and main element lined) are shown in Figures 3.16 to 3.19.
The liner positions are highlighted by the solid black lines in the ¯gures. The
characteristics of the acoustic ¯eld with and without the liners can be seen clearly.
Figures 3.20 to 3.24 show the far¯eld directivity for the di®erent liner arrange-
ments considered. In Figures 3.20 to 3.23 the complete directivity plot is shown,
with the distance of the line from the origin at any angle being proportional to
the integrated root mean square pressure that radiates in that direction and the
x-direction in Figure 3.13 is de¯ned as µ = 0 degree with the angle increasing anti-
clockwise. In Figure 3.24 the important angles radiating through the slat gap are
shown as decibel level. In Figures 3.20 to 3.24 the solid line with the square symbol
represents the directivity of hard wall case; there are large radiation peaks in the
upward direction and smaller peaks in the forward direction as well as the down-
ward direction through the slat gap. As might be expected, the presence of the
main element blocks downstream radiated noise. It should be noted however that
the details of this radiated sound ¯eld does not agree with the pressure ¯eld shown
in Figure 3.10, where the predominant noise radiation is through the slat gap. This
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Figure 3.15: Attenuation contour map for the partial observe circle.
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Figure 3.16: Contours of acoustic pressure for hard wall case.
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Figure 3.17: Contours of acoustic pressure for slat lined case.
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Figure 3.18: Contours of acoustic pressure for main element lined case.
suggests that the dipole source used in the acoustic predictions may not be fully
representative of the actual aerodynamic source. The other lines in Figures 3.20
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Figure 3.19: Contours of acoustic pressure for both slat and main element lined case.
to 3.24 show the directivity for the acoustically lined cases. In each case there is
some e®ect in reducing noise radiation upwards although the e®ect in this direction
is small for the slat cove liner. The liners produce little e®ect on the radiated noise
in the upstream direction. As might be expected however, the main e®ect of the
liners is a large reduction in noise radiation at angles from 240 degrees to 340 de-
grees where the sound has propagated through the slat gap. Generally there is good
attenuation for radiation through the slat gap in the 240 degrees to 320 degrees
range. The slat cove liner is predicted to cause a small increase in noise radiation
in the 255 degrees to 275 degrees range. The combined e®ect of slat liner and main
element liner gives the largest reduction. It should be noted that the combined liner
arrangement enables a shift in the radiation peaks.
3.4 Aeroacoustic Simulation with Lined Wall Con-
dition
3.4.1 Aeroacoustic Field Results
The linearized study, using an idealized source in a no-°ow condition, is clearly an
approximation to the true situation. Fully viscous °ow simulations for the three-
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Figure 3.25: Fluctuating pressure ¯eld near the leading edge; liner on slat cove
surface alone.
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Figure 3.26: Fluctuating pressure ¯eld near the leading edge; liner on slat cove
surface and main element.
shows the integration surface near the slat; the solid line corresponds to the wing
surface and the dashed line corresponds to the integration surface. The position
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of the integration surface must be handled with care to include all the major noise
sources in the °ow and it should be in the region where grid is ¯ne enough to capture
the acoustic signal without unacceptable dissipation. Previous research suggests that
the contribution of volumetric sources to the total noise is non-negligible in high-
lift simulations [93]. Therefore, it is insu±cient to predict the far ¯eld noise solely
by the integration of pressure on the solid surface. In the present calculation, the
integration surface used is a permeable surface that includes all boundary layers and
vortex shedding region. As the presence of liner has only insigni¯cant e®ect on the
mean °ow, the FW-H results obtained using this integration surface can show the
e®ect of liner on noise reduction. The observers are positioned at z=0 on a circle
with the radius of 12.5 from the upper point of the trailing edge of the slat.
Figure 3.27: The integration surface used for FW-H calculations.
Figure 3.28: Zoomed view of the integration surface used for FW-H calculations.
The far¯eld directivity patterns are shown in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. In Fig-
ure 3.29 complete directivity patterns are shown. For the hard wall case; there are
three peaks: upstream, upward and downward. The upward lobe is quite smaller
than that of the LEE case. After the application of the acoustic liner the upward
peak and downward peak are attenuated signi¯cantly while in the upstream direc-
tion the directivity pattern shows insigni¯cant changes. The directivity patterns
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2D Slat Broadband Noise
Simulations
4.1 Introduction
As stated in the previous chapter, the spectrum of the slat noise could contain the
tonal components and broadband components. The results in the last chapter show
that the acoustic liners treatment on the slat/main element gap could e®ectively
attenuate the slat tonal noise. The work in this chapter and the following chapter
attempt to ¯nd a good method to simulate the broadband slat noise and then to
investigate the broadband slat noise attenuation ability of acoustic liner treatment
on the slat/main element gap.
An accurate method to simulate the broadband noise is to perform DNS or
LES [94, 26, 34]. In a typical approach, either DNS or LES is performed to evaluate
the aerodynamic source terms. Then the modi¯ed LEE are solved to simulate the
radiation of the noise. This type of method contains more physics, However DNS
and LES are restricted by computational resources and not feasible for optimization
or design process.
Another way to predict the broadband noise is the pseudo-laminar zonal method
proposed by Khorrami et al. [50]. In this method, based on the knowledge that the
°ow in the slat cove region is in low velocity and behaves in a quasi-laminar manner,
the slat cove region is treated as the laminar zone while other parts of the °ow are
treated as the fully turbulent region in 2D simulations. The numerical results were
compared with the experiment data [95] and 3D numerical results [52] and revealed
that the pseudo-laminar zonal method gives good agreement in term of broadband
noise spectrum. Due to the perfect correlation assumption of the 2D simulation and
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the over predicted vorticity dynamic in the slat cove region the amplitude of noise
calculated using this method is larger than the experiment results [50].
Recently a frequency domain method was developed to predict the broadband
slat noise [96]. In this method the broadband noise emanating from the slat cove re-
gion is predicted using a two-step process. First the noise sources are modeled based
on amplitude, length, and time scales obtained from a RANS calculated turbulence
¯eld and at least one experimental measurement of the noise spectrum. Then the
sound from these sources is propagated by the convected wave equation. A Green's
function for convected wave equation is derived to take into account the scattering
e®ects of the high lift wing in the presence of a uniform mean °ow. Once the Green's
function and noise source terms are known, the ¯nal noise prediction is obtained by
forming a convolution of Green's function with modeled noise sources.
A low cost broadband noise prediction method is the SNGR approach [97]. The
advantage of this method is that only the steady RANS calculation is needed in order
to obtain the broadband noise sources. After turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent
dissipation rate are calculated by a RANS simulation the turbulent velocity can be
realized by the sum of random Fourier modes. Then the broadband noise sources
calculated from the turbulent velocity ¯eld are used as the source terms in linearized
Euler equation to simulate the acoustic ¯eld. Although the accuracy of this method
is still an open question, the applications of SNGR approach to the jet °ow and
trailing edge noise predictions [98, 99, 28] show that it's a good tool to perform
parameter studies.
In this chapter the acoustic ¯eld of the high-lift wing model with deployed slat
and °ap is investigated. The broadband noise is calculated by both the pseudo-
laminar zonal method and the SNGR method. In the pseudo-laminar zonal method,
the time accuracy °ow and the far ¯eld noise signals are solved using the FLUENT.
In the SNGR approach broadband sources of noise are modeled using stochastic
noise generation method [28] from a numerical solution of the RANS equations with
a ·¡! closure and the acoustic ¯eld is calculated using the SotonLEE by solving the
APE [82]. The broadband noise attenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment is
studied by applying the broadband time domain impedance boundary condition [68]
to the SNGR simulated acoustic ¯eld. The far¯eld directivity is obtained through
an integral surface solution of FW-H equation [85].
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4.2.1 Stochastic Generation of a Turbulent Velocity Field
In the SNGR approach the space-time stochastic turbulent velocity ¯eld is generated
using the stochastic method in which the random velocity ¯eld is realized by a ¯nite
sum of discrete Fourier modes based upon averaged data of the °ow ¯eld [28]. The
isotropic turbulent ¯eld is de¯ned as:
ut(x;t) = 2
N X
n=1
^ un cos[kn ¢ (x ¡ tuc) + Ãn + !nt]¾n (4.1)
where ^ un,Ãn and ¾n are the amplitude, phase and direction vectors of the nth Fourier
mode, ut is the turbulent velocity vector, uc is the local convection velocity vector, x
is the spatial vector, t is time and !n is the angular frequency of the nth mode. ^ un is
determined by averaged turbulence information; Ãn and !n are randomly selected.
Assuming incompressibility, the wave vector kn and the spatial direction of the
turbulent ¯eld ¾n of the nth mode are perpendicular:
kn ¢ ¾n = 0: (4.2)
The amplitude ^ un of each mode is determined from a modi¯ed Von Karman
spectrum to simulate the complete spectral range:
^ un =
p
E(kn)¢kn; (4.3)
E(k) = 1:453
2·=3
ke
(k=ke)4
[1 + (k=ke)2]17=6 exp[¡2(
k
kº
)
2] (4.4)
where ke =
1:37C¹! p
· as suggested in Ref. [100], kº = (
C¹·!
º3 )1=4 is the Kolmogorov
wave number, · is turbulent kinetic energy, º is kinematic viscosity and C¹=0.09 is
the turbulence model constant.
As a test case the stochastic realization of isotropic turbulence has been con-
sidered. Figure 4.1 shows a realization of the spatial distribution of the simulated
turbulent ¯eld at t = 0 with N = 100 modes.
The analytical expression of the Karman-Howarth longitudinal correlation func-
tion for an isotropic turbulence can be written as:
R11(x) =
3
·
Z 1
0
(
sin(kx)
k3x3 ¡
cos(kx)
k2x2 )E(k)dk (4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Spatial distribution of the simulated turbulent velocity ¯eld at t=0 with
N=100 modes, ·=900 m2s¡2 and !=18518.5 s¡1.
and the simulated and exact solutions of the correlation function are displayed in
Figure 4.2.
4.2.2 APE Based Acoustic Analogy
After the generation of the velocity ¯eld, the next step is to get the noise sources
from the velocity ¯eld. The acoustic perturbation equations (APE) proposed in
Ref. [82] are adopted here:
@½0
@t
+ r ¢ (½0u
0 + u0½
0) = 0
@u0
@t
+ r(u0 ¢ u
0) + r(
p0
½
) = qm (4.6)
where ½ is density, p is pressure and u is the velocity vector. Subscript ()0 denotes
time averaged mean value and prime sign denotes the perturbation value. Based on
the de¯nition of the APE-4 system of Ref. [82], the qm is the source term vector
and can be written as:
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qm(r;t) = ¡
¡2er(t)
8¼2¾2
Gr0
2 X
i=1
(¡1)
i exp(¡
jr + (¡1)ir0(t)j2
2¾2
G
);¾G t r0 (4.9)
where r = (x;y)T, r0 = r0er, and er = (cos!t;sin!t)T.
The computational domain has an extension of ¡200 6 x=r0 6 200 in x-direction
and ¡200 6 y=r0 6 200 in y-direction. The grid consists of 299 £ 299 points with
a surrounding bu®er-zone size of 11 points. The grid points are clustered close to
the origin to resolve the large gradients near it. The APE-4 system are solved using
the SotonLEE with the optimized prefactored compact scheme [20] to evaluate the
spatial derivative and the LDDRK optimized scheme [21] for the time integration.
No convergency problem is found using the APE's source terms based on the Lamb
vector.
In the following results of this case, the pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½0c2
0.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show a good comparison of the acoustic pressure contours of the
MAE solution and the solution of the APE-4 system.
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Figure 4.4: Instantaneous acoustic pressure contours for MAE solutions, ¡=2 ¼/10
m2s¡1 , Mr = 0:05.
The time histories of the computed acoustic pressure and the analytical solution
at (50r0, 0) are shown in Figure 4.6. After the transient stage the acoustic pressure
variation of APE-4 results is in good agreement with that of MAE . In Figure 4.7, the
computed acoustic pressure along the x-axis (y=0) is compared with the analytical
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Figure 4.5: Instantaneous acoustic pressure contours of the numerical solution using
APE-4, ¡=2¼/10 m2s¡1 , Mr = 0:05.
solution. Near the origin of the computation domain, the acoustic pressure becomes
singular and as a result of the acoustic pressure singularity, the APE-4 results show
a discrepancy with the MAE results near the origin. However, for the location far
away from the origin the results show a good agreement.
As a further test of the APE based acoustic analogy, the sound ¯eld of a cir-
cular cylinder at Mach number M = 0:33 and Reynolds number Re = 150 is cal-
culated using the APE-4 system. The compressible °ow is ¯rstly calculated using
the SotonCAA with the sixth-order compact scheme [19] to approximate the spatial
derivatives and the eighth-order ¯lter [73] to prevent the numerical instability. The
the explicit LDDRK method [21] is adopted to advance the solution in time. The
values in the following results of this case are shown in non-dimensionalized form
and all the length scales are non-dimensionalized by D which is the diameter of the
cylinder, velocities are non-dimensionalized by c¤
1, density is non-dimensionalized
by ½¤
1, pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤
1c¤2
1. The grid consists of 297 £ 500
grid points in the circumferential and the radial direction respectively and the cal-
culation domain has a radial extension of 150 cylinder diameters. The calculated
instantaneous pressure °uctuation ¯eld is shown in Figure 4.8.
The acoustic source terms ! £ u are recorded after the calculation reaches the
periodic stage. In this calculation, one time period of the vortex shedding, non-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the time history of the computed acoustic pressure (APE-
4) and the analytical solutions (MAE) at (50r0, 0), ¡=2¼/10 m2s¡1 , Mr = 0:05.
dimensionalized with the cylinder diameter D and the freestream sound speed c¤
1 is
T = 16:5. The time period is split into 100 source time levels on which the source
terms are recorded. The vorticity and the Lamb vector are shown in Figures 4.9
to 4.11.
The acoustic sources are then used to drive the APE and the solutions are given
in Figure 4.12 which show good agreements with the directly calculated results in
term of the far-¯eld directivity and the acoustic signal amplitude. It should be
noted that a discrepancy of the pressure °uctuation appears in the wake region of
the cylinder due to the large mean °ow gradients.
These cases reveal that the SNGR method is a useful tool for the noise ¯eld
simulation and it is applied to the broadband slat noise study in the following
section.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the computed acoustic pressure (APE-4) and the analyt-
ical solutions (MAE) along the x-axis, ¡=2¼/10 m2s¡1 , Mr = 0:05.
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Figure 4.8: Instantaneous acoustic pressure ¯eld of a circular cylinder at M=0.33,
Re=150 calculated by direct calculation.
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vorticity: -0.2 -0.12 -0.04 0.04 0.12 0.2
Figure 4.9: Directly calculated instantaneous vorticity ¯eld of a circular cylinder at
M=0.33, Re=150.
L1: -0.02 -0.012 -0.004 0.004 0.012 0.02
Figure 4.10: Instantaneous x component of the Lamb vector of a circular cylinder
at M=0.33, Re=150.
4.3 Computational Results of Broadband Noise
Attenuation
4.3.1 Computation Setup
As stated before, both the pseudo-laminar zonal method and the SNGR method
are used to calculate the broadband slat noise ¯eld. The pseudo-laminar zonal
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Figure 4.11: Instantaneous y component of the Lamb vector of a circular cylinder
at M=0.33, Re=150
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous vorticity ¯eld of a circular cylinder at M=0.33, Re=150
calculated by the source driven APE-4.
calculation is performed using the FLUENT to solve the URANS equations with
the two-equation SST · ¡ ! model to model the e®ect of turbulence and a region
in the slat cove is set as laminar zone. The freestream °ow condition, wing model
geometry and grids distribution are same as what are used in aeroacoustic simulation
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of the previous chapter. The laminar region is shown in Figure 4.13. The time step
size used in the simulation is 1:0£10¡5 s and a total of 20,000 steps are calculated.
Based on sixteen 2.2 GHz AMD Opterons CPUs with 32 GB of RAM, 196 second
CPU time per time step is needed.
Figure 4.13: Black region shows the laminar zone used in the pseudo-laminar zonal
approach.
In SNGR approach, the mean °ow is obtained by a steady RANS calculation of
FLUENT with two-equation SST ·¡! model on the same freestream °ow condition,
wing model geometry and grids distribution of the pseudo-laminar zonal method.
Then the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate are interpolated to a
grid which is used for the noise propagation calculation. The interpolation is realized
using TECPLOT's inverse-distance interpolation function with the options set as
minimum distance 0, exponent parameter 3.5 and number of closest points which
are selected by coordinate-system octants 13. The interpolated turbulent kinetic
energy and turbulent dissipation rate are used to generate a turbulent velocity ¯eld
using the stochastic method [97]. The broadband noise sources of APE-4 system
can be calculated from the turbulent velocity ¯eld and the APE-4 are solved using
the optimized prefactored compact scheme [20] to evaluate the spatial derivative and
the 4-6 low dispersion and dissipation Runge-Kutta (LDDRK) optimized scheme [21]
for the time integration. For the steady RANS calculation, a total of 97 hours are
used for a total of 100,000 iterations on four 2.2 GHz AMD Opterons CPUs with
8 GB of RAM. For the noise propagation calculation, the time step size used is
1:0£10¡4*C¤/c¤
1 where C¤ is the chord of the wing model and c¤
1 is the freestream
sound speed. A total of 400,000 steps are calculated for the hard wall case and a
total of 100,000 steps are calculated for the lined wall cases. Based on a 3.0 GHz
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Intel XEON CPU with 2 GB of RAM, 1.0 second CPU time per time step is required.
The computational grid used for the acoustic calculation is shown in Figure 4.14.
For reason of simplicity, the geometry contains the slat and part of the main element
only. A total of 81,492 grid points are used and the maximum grid size is 12:5£10¡3,
which gives an equivalent grid resolution of 7 PPW for a wave frequency up to 12.
The liner condition is applied to the slat cove surface and part of main element
surface as shown in previous chapter. The slat cove liner starts from the cusp of
the slat, but at the slat trailing edge the available depth is too small to apply a
practical liner, the liner treatment is thus only extended to a position where at least
12:5 £ 10¡3 depth is available. The liner covers 56% of the total slat cove surface
length. On the basis that the acoustic liner on the main element should avoid the
leading edge stagnation point, so as to minimize any possible aerodynamic penalty,
the liner is started from a position on the suction surface at a distance of 0.01 from
the leading edge and is extended for a distance which will be covered by slat when
the slat was retracted.
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Figure 4.14: Grid distribution for the acoustic calculations solving APE-4 (every
4th grid is shown).
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4.3.2 Computational Results and Liner Performance
In this section, the results of the SNGR method and the pseudo-laminar zonal ap-
proach are presented. Although it is claimed that the APE-4 system is stable for
arbitrary mean °ow [82], the noise radiation calculation with the mean °ow of the
high-lift con¯guration shows instability due to the strong shear layer near the slat
trailing edge. All the APE-4 system results shown in this section are obtained with-
out mean °ow e®ect. The acoustic directivity obtained using the pseudo-laminar
zonal approach and the SNGR method are compared and the broadband noise at-
tenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment is studied by applying the broadband
time domain impedance boundary condition to the SNGR generated acoustic ¯eld.
The far¯eld directivity is obtained through an integral surface solution of FW-H
equations.
Unless indicated otherwise, all values in the followings of this section are shown
in non-dimensionalized form and all the length scales are non-dimensionalized by
C¤ = 0:8 m which is the chord length of the wing without the slat and °ap deployed,
velocities are non-dimensionalized by c¤
1 = 340 m/s, density is non-dimensionalized
by ½¤
1 = 1:225 kg=m3, pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤
1c¤2
1.
4.3.2.1 Computational Results
In the SNGR method, the RANS calculated turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent
dissipation rate are interpolated from the RANS grid to the APE grid to generate
the turbulent velocity ¯eld. Figure 4.15 show the interpolated turbulence kinetic
energy distribution. The kinetic energy contours reveal that the unsteadiness is
concentrate in the slat cove region and has higher values near the reattachment
point.
To generate the stochastic noise source, a zone within which the turbulence
kinetic energy is larger than 0:3·max is de¯ned as the source region, where ·max
is the maximum value of the turbulent kinetic energy. The abrupt termination of
vorticity at the source region boundary will induce spurious noise as observed by
Mankbadi et al [108]. To avoid the spurious noise, a damping zone of 5 grid points
thickness is used and the stochastic generated turbulence x-direction velocity ¯eld
is shown in Figure 4.16.
From the stochastic generated velocity, the source vector qm in acoustic pertur-
bation equations can be calculated and the acoustic ¯eld driven by these stochastic
noise sources are simulated by solving the acoustic perturbation equations (Fig-
ure 4.17).
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Figure 4.15: Interpolated turbulent kinetic energy distribution in the slat cove re-
gion.
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Figure 4.16: Stochastic generated x-direction velocity ¯eld near the slat cove region.
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Figure 4.17: Acoustic ¯eld of the hard wall case with stochastic sources.
As a comparison the pressure °uctuating ¯eld of the wing is calculated using
the pseudo-laminar zonal method proposed by Khorrami et al. [50]. The calculated
pressure °uctuating ¯eld is shown in Figure 4.18. It should be noted that the ampli-
tude of the pressure °uctuation of the zonal laminar method is signi¯cantly larger
than that of the SNGR method. The spectrum of the acoustic pressure at a moni-
toring point located at x = 0:2;y = ¡0:5 as shown in 4.14 is calculated by Fourier
transforming for the pressure history (Figure 4.19). The sampling rate is 1:0 £ 103
and a total of 40,000 samples which are split into 10 blocks are used. The resulting
frequency resolution is about 0.25. Both methods show broadband characteristics
and SNGR results are about 10dB less than that of zonal laminar results at low
frequency (less than 3.5). The SNGR result shows similar decay trend of SPL along
the frequency to that of the previous experiment and computation [42, 96]. It was
observed in Khorammi's work that zonal laminar method could overpredict the SPL
of the noise up to 15 dB compared with the test results [50]. So the accuracy of the
amplitude of the predicted noise is still an open question.
To compare the directivity predicted by the zonal laminar method and the SNGR
method the far-¯eld sound radiation is calculated by solving the FW-H equation.
The integration surface for the zonal laminar method and the SNGR method are
same as that used in the previous chapter. The integration surfaces are extruded
in the spanwise direction with a span from -0.625 to 0.625. A total of 180 far¯eld
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be written as:
Z(!) = R + iX = R + i(X¡1=! + X1!) (4.10)
where X1 and X¡1 are acoustic mass and sti®ness used to ¯t the liner reactance
value. Using this model if X1 > 0 and X¡1 < 0, then the impedance boundary
would be stable. In the calculation, the X1 is 0.0511 and X¡1 is -39.627. The
SNGR calculations with time domain impedance boundary condition are performed
to assess the attenuation e®ect of acoustic liners for broadband noise. Figures 4.21
and 4.22 show the acoustic ¯elds with the liner treatment.
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Figure 4.21: Acoustic ¯elds driven by stochastic sources with liner treatment on slat
cove only.
The far¯eld sound radiation is calculated by solving the FW-H equation as de-
scribed before. In Figure 4.23 the complete directivity plot is shown, where the
x-direction in Figure 4.14 is de¯ned as 0 degree of the observer angle with the angle
increasing anti-clockwise and the sound pressure lever at every angle is given as
decibel level. In Figures 4.23 the solid line represents the directivity of hard wall
case, the dashed line represents the directivity of slat lined case and the dashed-dot
line represents the slat and main element both lined case. In each lined case there
is some e®ect in reducing the noise. It should be noted that the stochastic gener-
ated broadband noise is concentrate near the slat trailing edge where the slat is not
lined due to the small thickness of the slat. As a result, for the slat lined case the
attenuation is relatively small. For the slat and main element both lined case, there
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Figure 4.22: Acoustic ¯elds driven by stochastic sources with liner treatment on slat
cove and main element.
is a relatively large attenuation in the observer angle range from 40 degrees to 220
degrees because the liner on the main element attenuate the noise near the trailing
edge signi¯cantly in the upward direction.
The FFT is performed for the acoustic pressure history obtained at each observer
point and the sampling rate is 1:0£103 and a total of 8,500 samples which are split
into 10 blocks are used. The resulting frequency resolution is about 1.2. The Fig-
ure 4.24 shows the attenuation of di®erent cases in narrow band spectra calculated
by averaging the values at di®erent observers. The maximum attenuation for the
slat lined case is 0.55 dB at the frequency of 4.7 and the maximum attenuation for
the slat and main element both lined case is 2.3 dB at the frequency of 3.5. The
overall attenuation obtained by averaging the attenuations at di®erent frequencies
is 0.25 dB for slat lined case and the overall attenuation for slat and main element
both lined case is 1.15 dB.
4.4 Summary
The acoustic ¯eld generated by broadband noise sources on the slat of the high-lift
wing model has been simulated using both the pseudo-laminar zonal method and
the SNGR approach. The pseudo-laminar zonal method and the SNGR approach
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both give a dipole-like far-¯eld directivity and broadband spectra of the perturbation
pressure. The CPU time used for the pseudo-laminar zonal method is about 1,000
hours based on sixteen 2.2 GHz AMD Opterons CPUs while the CPU time needed
for the noise attenuation study using the SNGR method is 45 hours based on a 3.0
GHz Intel XEON CPU with 2 GB of RAM. The SNGR method has been shown to be
a potentially useful method to model the generation of broadband slat noise and to
investigate the noise attenuation potential of the slat gap acoustic liners, for which
the interest is in changes of noise level rather than the absolute value. Predictions
for a non-optimized acoustic liner show a moderate amount of attenuation.
91Chapter 5
3D Slat Broadband Noise
Simulations
5.1 Introduction
The generation of the broadband slat noise represent a complex aeroacoustic problem
which involves the vortex generation from the slat cusp, vortex break down, merging
in the slat cove shear layer and vortex distortion near the reattachment point [52].
To understand the physics and mechanisms behind these phenomena and to ¯nd a
way to reduce the slat noise, accurate simulations, for example LES or DES, of the
complex unsteadiness °ow of the high-lift wing are needed.
In Ref. [51] a zonal-detached-eddy simulation of the °ow around a high-lift con¯g-
uration shows good agreement of the computed and measured mean °ows. And the
calculation captured the important unsteadiness in the slat cove such as rollup and
formation of discrete vortices. In Ref. [52] a 3D simulation with the pseudo-laminar
approach was performed and the computation was compared with the particle image
velocimetry measurements. The results indicate that the broadband noise sources
are driven by the signi¯cant turbulent °uctuations in the slat cove region.
Further to the 2D calculations of the previous chapters, the computational work
of this chapter is to investigate the details of the unsteady °ow of the high-lift con-
¯guration by 3D LES and to examine the liner performance by solving the APE with
the acoustic sources obtained from LES. The work are divided into two parts: (1) a
LES using high-order spatial scheme and implicit temporal integration is conducted
for wing with slat deployed and the acoustic sources of slat noise are recorded; (2)
slat noise reduction potential of the acoustic liners is investigated by solving the
acoustic perturbation equations with the recorded acoustic sources in the slat cove
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region.
5.2 Computation Setup
As introduced in Chapter 2, the wing model comprises a main element, a slat and a
°ap geometry. To save the number of grid points, the slat is in a deployed position
and the °ap is in the retracted position in the LES calculation. The model has a
chord length C of 0.8 m without the slat and °ap deployed and the slat chord is
12% of the overall chord length. The free stream Mach number is 0.2 and the main
element angle of attack is 12 degrees, to match the 5 degrees angle of attack case in
2D simulations in which the °ap was in deployed position.
The 3D grid is generated by uniformly extrude a basic 2D grid along the spanwise
(z) direction and the periodic boundary condition is used in the spanwise direction.
The basic 2D grid consists of 144 blocks with a total of 210,000 nodes and the total
computational domain ranges from -10C to 10C in both x and y directions which
are shown in Figure 5.1. The grids are designed to ensure y+ = O(1) along all solid
walls and the boundary layers are resolved with a minimum of 30 mesh points. As
recommended by Spalart [110], the grid size in z-direction ¢z is chosen as 0.002C
to have ¢z ¼ ¢x in the LES region and a total of 26 grid points are used in the
spanwise direction yielding a spanwise domain range from 0 to 0.05C and a total of
5.46 million points. The grid near the slat cove region is shown in Figure 5.2.
The °ow is calculated using the SotonCAA with the sixth-order compact scheme [19]
to approximate the spatial derivatives. The implicit temporal integration solver is
used and the computation is performed on a Linux cluster using 48 2.2GHz AMD
Opterons CPUs. The CPU cost per subiteration is 9.8 s and the time step is ¯xed
to 0.0001C=c1 with 5 Newton-like subiterations yielding a maximum CFL number
based on acoustic velocity (u1 + c1) equals to 15. The time step corresponds to
a sampling frequency of 4.25 MHz and the °ow through time scale based on the
slat chord and the free stream velocity corresponds to 6,000 time steps. After the
transient stage, the calculation is run over 30 slat °ow-through time units to ensure
good mean and statistic results.
5.3 Computational Results of LES
In the LES calculation, both the vortex shedding from the slat trailing edge and
the unsteady °ow in the slat cove region are captured. In this section the results
presented are focus on the the instantaneous and the averaged °ows in the slat
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Figure 5.1: A view of the cross section grid for the high lift wing.
Figure 5.2: A view of the grid in the slat cove region.
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cove which reveal the physics mechanism of the broadband noise generation and the
characteristic of the noise.
Unless indicated otherwise, all values in the followings of this section are shown
in non-dimensionalized form and all the length scales are non-dimensionalized by
C¤ = 0:8 m which is the chord length of the wing without the slat and °ap deployed,
velocities are non-dimensionalized by c¤
1 = 340 m/s, density is non-dimensionalized
by ½¤
1 = 1:225 kg=m3, pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤
1c¤2
1.
5.3.1 Instantaneous Flow
First the instantaneous vortical structures are shown by the iso-surface of the crite-
rion Q [111] which is de¯ned as:
Q =
1
2
(­ij­ij ¡ SijSij) = ¡
1
2
@ui
@xj
@uj
@xi
> 0 (5.1)
where Sij and ­ij are the symmetric and antisymmetric components of ru.
Figure 5.3 shows the vortical structures in the slat cove where the iso-surface of
Q = 200 colored with the z-direction vorticity (!z) in the range of -100 to 100 is
plotted. The eddies are generated from the slat cusp and are mainly two-dimensional
at the beginning. As they are rolling up towards the reattachment points in the
shear layer, they become more and more three-dimensional. Near the reattachment
point the vortex structures are distorted by the mean °ow strain and some of the
vortex structures pass through the gap and some of them are entrapped into the slat
cove toward the cusp again. The entrapped vortex structures induce a secondary
separation on the slat cove surface and the generated secondary vortex structures
are believed to be one of the causes of the rapid three-dimensional break down of
the vortex structures in the shear layer [52].
Figure 5.4 shows the strong unsteadiness in the slat cove region which can not be
captured by the fully turbulent calculation of Chapter 3 by plotting the z-direction
vorticity on 3 di®erent cross section planes where Lz is the spanwise length. The
calculated three-dimensional coherent vortical structures are consistent with the
PIV measurements [112, 44, 43, 89] and numerical simulations [52, 51]. The vortex
shedding from the trailing edge is shown in Figure 5.5 where the similar vortex
pattern to what was captured in the 2D calculation of Chapter 3 is displayed and
the three-dimensional e®ect can be seen clearly.
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Figure 5.3: Q iso-surface colored with z-direction vorticity (Q=200, !z = ¡100 to
100).
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Figure 5.4:z-direction vorticity contours on 3 di®erent z planes.
5.3.2 Time Averaged Flow
The mean variables are averaged over the last 60,000 steps which corresponds to 6
non-dimensional time units or 10 slat °ow through time units. Figures 5.6 shows the
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Figure 5.5: z-direction vorticity contours near trailing edge on 3 di®erent z planes.
mean °ow streamlines and the mean Mach contours of the high-lift con¯guration.
Same as the results of the 2D fully turbulent calculations in Chapter 3, the accelera-
tion of the °ow through the slat/main element gap and the slow speed recirculation
zone is separated by a shear layer. The trajectory shape of the shear layer of the
3D and 2D simulations is very similar. The distance from the reattachment point
to the cusp of the slat in the 2D case is 63:875 £ 10¡3C and that of the 3D case is
62:875 £ 10¡3C which shows that the cove °ow of the two-element con¯guration at
12 degrees of angle of attack has a good match to that of three-element con¯guration
at 5 degrees of angle of attack.
The pro¯les of the mean velocity magnitude ju0j on two lines in the slat cove are
plotted in Figure 5.8 and the locations of the monitoring lines are given in Figure 5.7.
In Figure 5.8 the distance (d) is calculated from the slat cove surface and is non-
dimensionalized by the chord of the high-lift con¯guration. Along the line A the
velocity magnitude ¯rstly increases from zero as it departs from the non-slip wall.
Then in the recirculation bubble the velocity magnitude decreases towards zero as
it approaches the centre of the bubble and increases again when it passes the centre.
In the shear layer, there is a signi¯cant velocity gradient and velocity magnitude
increases rapidly and out of the shear layer the velocity decreases again. Similar
trend appears on line B except that the velocity magnitude keeps increasing out of
the shear layer as the local °ow is accelerated through the gap.
The time and span averaged z-direction vorticity in the slat cove region of LES
is shown in Figure 5.10 which is consistent with the 2D fully turbulent calculation
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Figure 5.6: A zoomed view of the mean °ow stream line near the slat.
results in Figure 5.9 . The PIV measurements and the 3D pseudo-laminar simulation
in Ref. [52] showed similar results except the vorticity thickness was thinner in the
3D pseudo-laminar results.
5.3.3 Fluctuation Statistics
The °uctuation statistics of the °ow ¯elds indicate the characteristic of the un-
steadiness and the noise sources. The 2D turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) calculated
in the Chapter 4 with the zonal laminar method is shown in Figure 5.11 and the
2D turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of LES on the middle cross section is shown in
Figure 5.12. Here the 2D turbulent kinetic energy is de¯ned as
TKE2D =
1
2
(u02 + v02) (5.2)
where the overbar means the time average. The zonal laminar results show extreme
large TKE value within the recirculation zone which is not consistent with the
experiment data [89, 44] and 3D simulations [52]. The 3D LES gives high 2D TKE
value near the slat cusp, the reattachment point and in the recirculation zone. The
velocity °uctuation is monitored on line C on the middle cross section as shown in
Figure 5.13. Examination of the RMS values of di®erent velocity components on
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Figure 5.9: Time averaged z-direction vorticity in the slat cove region obtained by
the 2D fully turbulent calculation.
line C indicates that u has a nearly constant °uctuation level along the shear layer
trajectory. v has two peaks along the shear layer trajectory, of which one is near the
slat cusp and the other is near the reattachment point. In most part of the trajectory
the w component has similar °uctuation level as that of u component except near the
reattachment point. The resulted 3D turbulent kinetic energy (TKE3D = 1
2(u02+v02+
w02)) increases from the slat cusp to the ¯rst peak and then near the reattachment
point it has two peaks. One is due to the large v °uctuation and the other one is
due to the large w °uctuation.
The velocity components °uctuations inside the recirculation zone are monitored
on the line A as shown in Figure 5.14. The monitored results show a fully three-
dimensional °ow in the recirculation bubble. The u and w components have a peak
°uctuation level about 10 percent of the freestream velocity and higher peak value
of 21 percent of the freestream velocity is observed for the v component. It should
be noted that in the vicinity of the slat suction surface, the w has a relatively large
value as the result of the three-dimensional secondary separation °ow.
The spanwise correlations are monitored within the shear layer on two lines
parallel to the z-axis starting from the points with the Cartesian coordinates of
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Figure 5.10: Time averaged z-direction vorticity in the slat cove region obtained by
the LES.
(-0.0065, 0.05625, 0.024) and (0.007375, 0.085, 0.024) respectively as shown in Fig-
ure 5.7 where the projections of the two lines on x-y plane are shown as CM 1
and CM 2. The Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the correlation coe±cient of the ve-
locity components °uctuations along the spanwise direction where Ruu is de¯ned as
u0(x0;y0;z0)u0(x0;y0;z)=u0(x0;y0;z0)u0(x0;y0;z0) for a given staring point (x0;y0;z0)
and similar de¯nition applies to Rvv and Rww where the overbar means the time
average. The coe±cients give exponentially decreases in the spanwise direction in-
dicating that the spanwise grid size and the spanwise length used in the calculation
are acceptable and the acoustic sources coherence length is small compared with the
chord length. It should be noted that additional computation with smaller spanwise
grid size and larger spanwise length can resolve the smaller spanwise structures and
describe the spanwise coherence more clearly.
The power spectral densities (PSD) of monitor position 1 at (-0.0065, 0.05625,
0.024) and monitor position 2 at (0.007375, 0.085, 0.024) are shown in Figure 5.17.
The PSD is de¯ned as 2j^ Áfj2 where ^ Áf is the Fourier transform coe±cient at fre-
quency f. In the results shown, the PSD is normalized by ½¤2
1c¤4
1. The sampling
rate is 1:0£103 and a total of 18,000 samples which are split into 4 blocks are used.
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time units for each case. The computation is performed on a Linux cluster using
12 2.2 GHz AMD Opterons CPUs and the CPU cost per time step is 1.25 s. A
zone including the shear layer and reattachment point is chosen as the source region
and the acoustic sources are interpolated from the LES grid to the APE grid using
the inverse-distance method described in Chapter 4. A view of the interpolated
z-component of the acoustic sources is shown in Figure 5.21.
The FW-H equation is solved to compare the far-¯eld acoustic signals for di®erent
cases. Similar to the Chapter 4 an integration surface enclose all the high lift
con¯guration is used and the same observer positions of the Chapter 4 are used
here.
x
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Figure 5.19: The crosse section of the computational grid for 3D APE calculation.
5.4.2 Results and Comparison
The source driven acoustic pressure ¯elds with the hard wall, slat lined and slat and
main element both lined conditions are shown in Figures 5.22 to 5.24. The acoustic
pressure ¯elds show the broadband characteristics of the slat noise and the noise
attenuation e®ect of acoustic liners. To quantitatively compare the results of LES
and source driven APE, the far¯eld directivity obtained by solving FW-H is given
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Figure 5.20: A zoomed view of the computational grid for 3D APE calculation.
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Figure 5.21: A view of the z-direction component of the interpolated acoustic
sources.
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in Figure 5.25, where the sound pressure level of di®erent observers are given and
the observer angle is zero degree in x-direction and increases anti-clockwise. By
examining the hard wall results of LES and source driven APE, it can be concluded
that they agree well in general and the discrepancy is less than 2 dB for most of
angles. It should be noted that there is a shift of the peak for APE results relative
to the LES results which is at least partly due to the mean °ow e®ect in the LES
calculation. The lined cases show the attenuation in most of the angles and it's
not surprise that the both lined case performed better than slat lined case. For the
most interested angle range of 220 degrees to 340 degrees within which the noise
propagating towards the ground, the liners show encouraging results which gives an
attenuation larger than 2 dB for observer angle larger than 260 degrees.
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Figure 5.22: The acoustic pressure ¯eld of the high lift con¯guration solved by source
driven APE with hard wall condition.
The FFT is performed for the acoustic pressure history obtained at each observer
point and the sampling rate is 2 :5£103 and a total of 21,250 samples which are split
into 10 blocks are used. The resulting frequency resolution is about 1.2. Figure 5.26
shows the attenuation in narrow band spectra calculated by averaging the values
of di®erent observer positions where the de¯ne of attenuation in Chapter 3 is used.
The maximum attenuation for slat lined case is 1.9 dB at the frequency of 4.7 and
the maximum attenuation for slat and main element both lined case is 2.4 dB at the
frequency of 4.7. The overall attenuation obtained by averaging the attenuations at
di®erent frequencies is 0.8 dB for slat lined case and the overall attenuation for slat
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Figure 5.23: The acoustic pressure ¯eld of the high lift con¯guration solved by source
driven APE with slat lined condition.
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Figure 5.24: The acoustic pressure ¯eld of the high lift con¯guration solved by source
driven APE with both lined condition.
and main element both lined case is 1.0 dB.
The spectra of the pressure perturbation at the monitoring point obtained using
the di®erent methods are compared in the Figure 5.27. The monitoring point is at
(0.2, -0.5) in the 2D calculations and at (0.2, -0.5, 0.024) in the 3D calculations. For
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results agree well with that of LES in term of far ¯eld directivity and sound pressure
level. The broadband noise attenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment in the
slat/main element gap has been investigated by applying the acoustic liners to the
APE calculated acoustic ¯eld. Results of a non-optimised acoustic liner show that
the overall attenuation is 0.8 dB for slat lined case and the overall attenuation for
slat and main element both lined case is 1.0 dB.
113Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
In this ¯nal chapter the main results obtained are summarized and suggestions for
the future studies are given.
6.1 Summary
The aims of this research were to investigate the generation and radiation of noise
by slat °ow and the passive control the noise using acoustic liners. As there are
the high frequency tonal components and low to middle frequency broadband com-
ponents in the slat noise spectrum and they have di®erent mechanisms of noise
generation, di®erent numerical approaches are used. The main achievements so far
are summarized below.
² The fully turbulent aeroacoustic simulations of the °ow ¯eld of the high-lift
wing model show the vortex shedding from the blunt trailing edge and associ-
ated high-frequency tonal noise. The high frequency noise sources are replaced
with an idealized dipole source and the sound ¯eld of the high-lift con¯gura-
tion with this source has been simulated using the high-order linearized Euler
code SotonLEE with and without the liners applied on the slat gap. A range of
liner impedance value has been evaluated to search for a optimized liner. The
far¯eld acoustic signal results show that the presence of liner can signi¯cantly
attenuate the high frequency noise emanated from the slat trailing edge.
Using the optimized impedance value, aeroacoustic simulations for the high-
lift wing with acoustic liner treatment have been performed. The results show
that liners on the slat and main element provide useful attenuation for the
high frequency tonal noise. The directivity patterns in the angular range 240
degrees to 340 degrees show that the attenuation for a liner on slat cove surface
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is 1.6 dB, whereas the attenuation with liners on both the slat cove and the
main element is 4.1 dB.
² The acoustic ¯eld generated by broadband noise sources in the slat cove region
of the high lift wing model has been simulated using the pseudo-laminar zonal
method and the SNGR method. The SNGR method has been shown to be a
potentially useful method to model the generation of broadband slat noise and
to investigate the attenuation potential of slat gap acoustic liners, for which the
interest is in changes of noise level rather than the absolute value. Predictions
for a non-optimised acoustic liner show that the maximum attenuation for
the slat lined case is 0.55 dB at 2 kHz and the maximum attenuation for
the slat and main element both lined case is 2.3 dB at 1.5 kHz. The overall
attenuation for slat lined case is 0.25 dB and the overall attenuation for slat
and main element both lined case is 1.15 dB.
² Finally the broadband slat noise generation of the modi¯ed high-lift con¯gura-
tion (with °ap retracted) has been simulated using LES. The calculated results
show that the three dimensional unsteady °ow in the slat cove region is associ-
ated with the broadband noise sources. The °ow near the reattachment point
has large °uctuation values and contributes to the broadband noise genera-
tion. The LES calculated noises sources were then used to drive the acoustic
perturbation equations. The source driven APE results agree well with that of
LES in term of far ¯eld directivity and sound pressure level. The broadband
noise attenuation e®ect of the acoustic liner treatment in the slat/main ele-
ment gap has been investigated by applying the non-optimised acoustic liner
to the APE calculated acoustic ¯eld. The maximum attenuation for the slat
lined case is 1.9 dB at 2.0 kHz and the maximum attenuation for the slat and
main element both lined case is 2.4 dB at 2.0 kHz. The overall attenuation for
the slat lined case is 0.8 dB and the overall attenuation for the slat and main
element both lined case is 1.0 dB.
These works explored the di®erent numerical methods for the slat noise gen-
eration and radiation which covers the fast SNGR to the accurate LES. The slat
noise generation mechanism revealed is that the high frequency tonal noise sources
are associated with the vortex shedding from the slat blunt trailing edge and the
broadband noise source are associated with the three-dimensional unsteady °ow in
the slat cove region. This result answered an important question of the slat noise
research. The liner performance study justi¯ed the feasibility of attenuation the
slat noise using acoustic liners. For the most interested directivity angle range, the
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attenuation could be larger than 2 dB and more attenuation can be expected using
optimized liners.
6.2 Future Work
As stated in the literature review, the slat noise acoustic spectrum contains both
high frequency tonal components and low to middle frequency broadband compo-
nents. Generally, for a commercial aircraft in °ight, the broadband noise is more
important [37].
The tonal noise generation mechanism has been well investigated [39, 30, 41].
Potential attenuation methods for the tonal noise include perforated material [114],
serrated tape [36], and acoustic liner [38]. All the treatments give a signi¯cant re-
duction of the tonal noise. So future work should focus on the broadband component
of the slat noise.
Further to this thesis, there are several issues need to be addressed to investigate
the broadband slat noise attenuation potential of acoustic liners. First the LES
calculated in this work is on a grid with a relatively small spanwise length and
limited spanwise resolution. A re¯ned grid simulation with larger spanwise length,
higher spanwise resolution and ¯ner gird points in the slat cove region would help to
capture smaller spanwise scales and spanwise coherence. The accurate simulation of
the spanwise coherence length is important as it determine the sources distribution
in the spanwise which has a direct impact on the far-¯eld acoustic intensity. Further
more the subgrid stress model used in the LES is the standard Smagorinsky model.
The dynamic subgrid stress models [115, 116] could be used as it is reported that
they provide superior performance. Second only the 2D case of the SNGR method is
performed in this work with the homogeneous isotropic turbulence assumption. The
future work need to take into account the three-dimensional e®ect and the anisotropy
of turbulence near the wall [99]. In addition, there are several alternatives to the
acoustic source de¯nition and the corresponding modi¯ed linearized Euler equations
used in this work [26, 34]. An evaluation of these methods would be useful to ¯nd
the most suitable approach to simulate the source driven slat noise radiation. Last
the coupling of an optimization algorithm with the noise radiation calculation is
needed to optimize the acoustic liners for the broadband noise in order to achieve
further attenuation.
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Time Domain Impedance
Boundary Condition
In this appendix, the derivation of the time domain impedance boundary condition
(TDIBC) proposed by Fung [68] is presented. In frequency domain the re°ection
wave ^ u0¡
= ^ u0 ¡ ^ p0 = (1 ¡ Z)^ u0 at right boundary is related to the incident wave
^ u0+
= ^ u0 + ^ p0 = (1 + Z)^ u0 by
^ u0¡
= ^ ¨(!)^ u0+
(A.1)
where
^ ¨(!) = (1 ¡ Z)=(1 + Z): (A.2)
The complex function ^ ¨ is indeed a direct measure of the magnitude of the
re°ection and its relative phase with the incident wave.
The Equation A.1 is equivalent to the convolution process of
u
0¡(t) =
+1 Z
¡1
¨(t ¡ ¿)^ u0+
(¿)d¿: (A.3)
This convolution can be evaluated e±ciently using Fung's method which is de-
scribed in the following sections in which the derivatives of two broadband formulas
are given.
A.1 Broadband Formula 1
Assuming the impedances model is
Z(!) = R0 + i(X¡1=! + X1!); (A.4)
117then ^ ¨(!) can be written as
^ ¨(!) =
1 ¡ Z
1 + Z
=
2
1 + Z
¡ 1
=
2
1 + R0 + i(X¡1=! + X1!)
¡ 1
=
2!
! + R0! + i(X¡1 + X1!2)
¡ 1: (A.5)
=
2
iX1
!
!2 +
(1+R0)
iX1 ! +
X¡1
X1
¡ 1
If X1 > 0 and X¡1 < 0, ^ ¨(!) has the simple poles
!1;2 = §!R + i!I
!R =
p
(¡X¡1=X1) ¡ [(1 + R0)=2X1]2: (A.6)
!I = (1 + R0)=2X1
This implies that ¨(t) is causal. According Cauchy's residue theorem ¨(t) has
the from
¨(t) =
8
> <
> :
i
2 P
j=1
residue
h
^ ¨(!);!j
i
ei!jt t ¸ 0
0; t · 0
(A.7)
and ^ ¨(!) can be written as
^ ¨ =
1
iX1
2!
(! ¡ !1)(! ¡ !2)
¡ 1; (A.8)
then
residue
h
^ ¨(!);!1
i
e
i!1t = H(t)
1
iX1
2!1
!1 ¡ !2
e
i!1t; (A.9)
residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2
i
e
i!2t = H(t)
1
iX1
¡2!2
!1 ¡ !2
e
i!2t: (A.10)
Let
~ ¨(t) =
1
X1!R
(!1e
i!1t ¡ !2e
i!2t); (A.11)
then ¨(t) can be written as
¨(t) = ~ ¨(t)H(t) ¡ ±(t) (A.12)
and ~ ¨(t) has another form
~ ¨(t) = [2=X1][cos!Rt ¡ (!I=!R)sin!R]e
¡!It: (A.13)
118Then Equation A.3 can be written as
u
¡(t) =
t Z
¡1
H(t ¡ ¿)~ ¨(t ¡ ¿)u
+(¿)d¿ ¡ u
+(t): (A.14)
It equals
u
¡(t) =
¡1 Z
0
H(¿)~ ¨(¿)u
+(t ¡ ¿)d¿ ¡ u
+(t): (A.15)
In a practical computation the integration is from 0 to T!. If the value of Z
is known, various X1 can be used to satisfy Equation A.4. Given an accuracy
requirement " for the integration of Equation A.3, we just need the value of ¨(¿)
when (2=X1)
p
1 + (!I=!R)2e¡!IT! · " which suggests the possibility of optimum
choices of an impedance model by minimizing T! = (1=!I)ln[( 2
X1")
p
1 + (!I=!R)2]
with respect to X1.
The Equation A.15 can be calculated using trapezoidal integration:
u
0¡(t) = ¡u
0+(t) +
1
2
¢t~ ¨(0)u
0+(t) + ¢t
N X
k=1
~ ¨(k¢t)u
0+(t ¡ k¢t) (A.16)
with N¢t = T!.
Another e±cient integration method is as following: Equation A.11 can be
rewritten as
~ ¨(t) =
1
X1!R
(!1e
i!1t ¡ !2e
i!2t) = ¹1e
i!1t + ¹2e
i!2t (A.17)
where !1 = !R + i!I, !2 = ¡!R + i!I.
Then Equation A.3 becomes:
u
0¡(t) = ¡u
0+(t) +
1 Z
0
~ ¨(¿)u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿
= ¡u
0+(t) + I1(t) + I2(t) (A.18)
where:
I1(t) = ¹1
1 Z
0
e
i!1¿u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿
= ¹1
¢t Z
0
e
i!1¿u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿ + ¹1
1 Z
¢t
e
i!1¿u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿
119= ¹1
¢t Z
0
e
i!1¿u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿ + ¹1
1 Z
0
e
i!1(¿+¢t)u
0+ [(t ¡ ¢t) ¡ ¿]d¿
= ¹1
1
2
¢t
£
u
0+(t) + e
i!1¢tu
0+(t ¡ ¢t)
¤
+ e
i!1¢tI1(t ¡ ¢t) (A.19)
and
I2(t) = ¹2
1
2
¢t
£
u
0+(t) + e
i!2¢tu
0+(t ¡ ¢t)
¤
+ e
i!2¢tI2(t ¡ ¢t) (A.20)
Using this formula the integration can be realized using recursive formula without
having to localize the in¯nite integral by truncation and store a set of past history.
So it is very memory and time e±cient. The initial condition is:
I1(¢t) = 0
I1(2¢t) = e
i!1¢t¹1
1
2
[u
0+(¢t) + e
i!1¢tu
0+(0)]
u
0+(0) = u
0(0) + p
0(0) (A.21)
u
0+(n
¤¢t) = u
0+((n ¡ 1)
¤¢t)
A.2 Braodband Formula 2
The impedance model used in the preceding section is suitable for a liner frequency
characteristic as shown in Figure 1.9 and the frequency range is relatively narrow.
In order to solve the wider broadband characteristics of a liner, the previous formula
is extended [69]. Start from Equation A.2
^ ¨(!) = ^ ~ ¨(!) ¡ 1 (A.22)
where
^ ~ ¨ =
2
1 + Z
=
2
1 + R(!2) + i!X(!2)
=
Q(s)
D(s)
(A.23)
R and X is the resistance and reactance respectively and they are real number. Here
s = i!.
Assume D(s) has the form D(s) = (s ¡ ¸1)(s ¡ ¸2)(s ¡ ¸3)¢¢¢(s ¡ ¸1) and thus
^ ~ ¨(!) =
m P
k=1
^ ~ ¨k(!), with ^ ~ ¨k(!) =
Ck
s¡¸k. Because D(s) has only real coe±cients its
zeros ¸k are either real or complex conjugate pairs. When one of the roots ¸k of
D(s) is complex, its conjugate ¸k+1 must exist to form the pair. Thus ^ ~ ¨k(!) can be
written as
^ ~ ¨k(!) =
l X
k=1
³
^ ~ ¨2k¡1(!) + ^ ~ ¨2k(!)
´
=
l X
k=1
^ ~ ¨(2k¡1;2k) (A.24)
120where
^ ~ ¨(2k¡1;2k) =
C2k¡1
s ¡ ¸2k¡1
+
C2k
s ¡ ¸2k
=
A2k¡1s + A2k
(s + ®k)2 + ¯2
k
=
iA2k¡1! + A2k
(i! + ¹ ®!0k)2 + !2
0k(1 ¡ ¹ ®2)
(A.25)
The !0k is frequency used in the experiments and the coe±cients A2k¡1, A2k and
damping ¹ ® are ¯tted to a set of impedance test. In practice, a set of Zj (thus
^ ~ ¨j = 2
1+Zj) are known at discrete frequencies !j. So with speci¯ed ¹ ®, the A2k¡1;A2k
can be determined.
The ^ ~ ¨j can be written as
^ ~ ¨j =
l X
k=1
i!jA2k¡1 + A2k
(i!j + ®k)2 + ¯2
k
=
l X
k=1
i!jA2k¡1 + A2k
®2
k + ¯2
k ¡ !2
j + i2!j®k
(A.26)
=
l X
k=1
i!jA2k¡1 + A2k
®2
k + ¯2
k ¡ !2
j + i2!j®k
®2
k + ¯2
k ¡ !2
j ¡ i2!j®k
®2
k + ¯2
k ¡ !2
j ¡ i2!j®k
thus
"
Re(^ ~ ¨j))
Im(^ ~ ¨j)
#
= F
"
B1;1 B1;2 ¢¢¢ B1;2l
B2;1 B2;2 ¢¢¢ B2;2l
#
2
6
4
A1
. . .
A2l
3
7
5 (A.27)
where
F =
1
(®2
k + ¯2
k ¡ !2
j)2 + 4!2
j®2
k
B1;2k¡1 = 2!
2
j®k
B1;2k = ®
2
k + ¯
2
k ¡ !
2
j (A.28)
B2;2k¡1 = (®
2
k + ¯
2
k ¡ !
2
j)!j
B2;2k = ¡2!
2
j®k
One discrete ^ ~ ¨j corresponds to two equations. So a total of l discrete ^ ~ ¨j is needed.
In practical calculation the number of ^ ~ ¨j (l) is usually given and we need to calculate
2l coe±cient from A1 to A2l.
After the determination of the value of A2k¡1;A2k, we can get the time domain
121formula
¨(t) =
8
<
:
i
l P
k=1
residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2k¡1
i
ei!2k¡1t + residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2k
i
ei!2kt t ¸ 0
0 t < 0
:
(A.29)
From Equation A.24, the poles of ^ ¨(!) are the sum of poles of
A2k¡1s+A2k
(s+®k)2+¯2
k .
That is
i!A2k¡1 + A2k
(i! + ®k)2 + ¯2
k
=
1
i
!A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
(! ¡ i®k)2 ¡ ¯2
k
(A.30)
=
1
i
!A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
(! ¡ !2k¡1)(! ¡ !2k)
where
!2k¡1 = i®k + ¯k
!2k = i®k ¡ ¯k (A.31)
!2k¡1 ¡ !2k = 2¯k
thus
i
¤residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2k¡1
i
e
i!2k¡1t
= H(t)
!1A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
!1 ¡ !2
e
i!2k¡1t
= H(t)
1
2¯k
[(®ki + ¯k)A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k]e
(¡®k+i¯k)t (A.32)
= H(t)
1
2¯k
e
¡®kt(i®kA2k¡1 + ¯kA2k¡1 ¡ iA2k)(cos¯kt + isin¯kt)
thus
residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2k¡1
i
e
i!2k¡1t + residue
h
^ ¨(!);!2k
i
e
i!2kt
= H(t)e
¡®kt
·
A2k¡1 cos(¯kt) +
A2k ¡ ®kA2k¡1
¯k
sin(¯kt)
¸
: (A.33)
Using the recursive formula
~ ¨(2k¡1;2k)(t) = H(t)
!2k¡1A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
!2k¡1 ¡ !2k
e
i!2k¡1t + H(t)
!2kA2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
!2k ¡ !2k¡1
e
i!2kt (A.34)
122thus
¹2k¡1 =
!2k¡1A2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
2¯k
=
¯kA2k¡1 + i(®kA2k¡1 ¡ A2k)
2¯k
¹2k = ¡
!2kA2k¡1 ¡ iA2k
2¯k
= ¡
¯kA2k¡1 + i(®kA2k¡1 ¡ A2k)
2¯k
; (A.35)
u
0¡(t) = u
0+(t) +
1 Z
0
~ ¨(¿)u
0+(t ¡ ¿)d¿
= ¡u
0+(t) +
L X
k=1
I2k¡1(t) + I2k(t) (A.36)
where
I2k¡1 = ¹2k¡1
1
2
¢t[u
0+(t) + e
i!2k¡1¢tu
0+(t ¡ ¢t)] + e
i!2k¡1¢tI2k¡1(t ¡ ¢t)
I2k = ¹2k
1
2
¢t[u
0+(t) + e
i!2k¢tu
0+(t ¡ ¢t)] + e
i!2k¢tI2k(t ¡ ¢t) (A.37)
Using this formula combined with the CAA method, the simulation of broadband
noise impinged on the acoustic liner can be performed e±ciently as compared to the
frequency domain method which can only solve one frequency in one calculation.
123Appendix B
Validation of TDIBC
In this appendix the validation of the time domain impedance boundary condition
is presented. Three speci¯c problems are considered: the Gaussian pulse re°ected
in a normal-incident tube, the Gaussian pulse re°ected on an impedance plane and
the plane wave propagating along a partially acoustic treated duct. In all the cases,
sound propagation obey the LEE which is solved using the sixth-order prefactored
compact scheme [19] and LDDRK [21].
B.1 Wave in Normal-Incident Tube
First we will consider an initial value problem associated with the normal-incidence
impedance tube [61]. For this case, the sound ¯eld is considered as one dimensional.
An initial pulse is ¯rst introduced in the tube, then the wave will propagate obeying
the one dimensional LEE without mean °ow
@
@t
"
u0
p0
#
+
@
@x
"
p0
u0
#
= 0: (B.1)
The initial condition is
u
0 = 0; p
0 = exp[¡0:0044(x ¡ 83:333)
2]cos[0:444(x ¡ 83:333)] (B.2)
where the reference length is 0.012 m and the reference speed is the 340 m/s. This
choice of initial conditions ensures that the centre of the acoustic spectrum of the
incident wave has a frequency of 2 kHz and a spectrum half-width of 0.5 kHz. A
uniformly spaced 151 grids is used which has at least seven points per wavelength
for frequencies up to 4.0 kHz and the impedance boundary condition was applied
at the left end of the computation zone. Figure B.1 shows the computed pressure
distribution at time t = 60:1. at this time the right half of the initial pulse is
124about to exit the computation domain, whereas the left half of the pulse is about to
impinge on the surface of the treatment panel. Figure B.2 shows the re°ected pulse
propagating away from the impedance boundary of the tube at t = 140:1. The
amplitude of the re°ected pulse is considerably smaller than that of the incident
pulse. Part of the acoustic energy is dissipated during the re°ection process o®
the impedance surface. The exact frequency domain solution is represented by the
square symbols. There is an excellent agreement between the numerical results and
the exact solution. This is true in both the wave amplitude and phase.
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Figure B.1: Pressure wave form of the incident acoustic pulse inside the normal-
incidence impedance tube at t=60.1.
B.2 Gaussian Pulse Over Impedance Plane
In this problem, a three dimensional case of a Gaussian pulse over impedance
plane without mean °ow e®ect is considered [63]. In the calculation, all the length
scales are non-dimensionalized by a reference length of 1 m, velocities are non-
dimensionalized by c¤ = 340 m/s, density is non-dimensionalized by ½¤ = 1:225
kg=m3, pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤c¤2 and impedance is non-dimensionalized
by ½¤c¤. As shown in Figure B.3, the impedance plane lies on z = 0, while an initial
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Figure B.2: Pressure wave form of the incident acoustic pulse inside the normal-
incidence impedance tube at t=140.1.
spherical Gaussian pulse is centered at (0;0;30) which can be written as
(
u0 = 0
p0(r) = e¡Br2 (B.3)
where r =
p
x2 + y2 is the distance to the pulse center and B is a constant (B = ln2
25 ).
The three parameters for the impedance model are chosen as R0 = 0:2, X¡1 =
¡0:4758 and X1 = 2:0938.
Exact solution is obtained following the approach proposed by Zheng and Zhuang [63].
Their idea is straightforward. Since the impedance properties are given in frequency
domain and in terms of planar waves, a broadband incident wave need to be decom-
posed into harmonic waves and a non-planar incident wave need to be decomposed
in to planar waves. Then the refection of each of the harmonic planar incident
wave can be determined. The total re°ected wave is in a form of an integral of the
re°ected harmonic planar waves.
Figure B.4 shows the acoustic pressure along the z axis at t = 30. The asymmetry
about z = 30, where the center of the initial spherical pulse lies, shows the e®ect of
the impedance boundary. As shown in Figure B.4, the numerical result agree very
well with the analytical solution, and thus the time-domain impedance boundary
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Figure B.3: Schematic of the 3D Gaussian pulse over an impedance plane
condition is veri¯ed.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of the acoustic pressure along the z axis at t=30.
127B.3 Plane Wave in Lined Duct
The experimental data from the °ow-impedance test laboratory of NASA Langley
research centre [117] are used to validate our numerical method. The duct con¯gu-
ration for the experiment is shown in Figure B.5, where acoustic treatment is only
applied in the middle section of the lower wall. The ¯rst cut o® frequency based on
the tube height without °ow is 3.287 kHz. The sound ¯elds in the range of excit-
ing frequency f from 0.5 to 3 kHz are expected to be mainly one-dimensional, and
incident waves at 90 degrees grazing the impedance wall are assumed.
inlet outlet
5
0
.
8
m
m
hard wall
incident wave
microphone
hard wall hard wall lined wall
209.55 mm 387.35 mm 241.3 mm
Figure B.5: Con¯guration of the NASA Langley °ow-impedance tube.
The measured speci¯c impedance values are listed in Table B.1. Both the narrow-
band and broadband formula were used in the validation [69]. An incoming acoustic
wave p0 sin[!(x ¡ c0t)] is supplied at the inlet, where the amplitude p0 is set such
that the sound pressure level at the inlet is the same as that from the experiment.
A bu®er zone condition is applied at the exit of the duct. For the case with mean
°ow, the e®ective plane-wave impedance Zeff = Z(1+M0 sinµ) was used to replace
the impedance Z, where M0 is mean °ow Mach number, µ = sin¡1[kx=(! ¡ kxM0)]
is e®ective incident wave angle and kx is the wavenumber in mean °ow direction.
For sake of brevity, the results of 1000Hz, 2000Hz and 3000Hz are shown. In the
legend, B1 means the results obtained using broadband formula 1 of the TDIBC; B2
means the results obtained using broadband formula 2 of the TDIBC. M.0 means
the results of M = 0; M.1 means the results of M=0.1; M.3 means the results of
M=0.3. 1000 means the results of 1000 Hz; 2000 means the results of 2000 Hz; 3000
means the results of 3000 Hz. The solid and dashed lines represent the numerical
128results and the square symbol indicates the experimental data.
Frequency, kHz Impedance
0.5 0.41-1.56i
1.0 0.46+0.03i
1.5 1.08+1.38i
2.0 4.99+0.25i
2.5 1.26-1.53i
3.0 0.69-0.24i
Table B.1: Impedance data of a constant depth ceramic tubular liner [66].
No-Flow Case
Figures B.6 to B.8 show the comparison of the upper wall sound pressure level
(SPL) results of the current calculations of no-°ow case with the measured data.
M=0.1 Case
Figures B.9 to B.11 show and compare the numerical results of M=0.1 case with
experimental data.
M=0.3 Case
Figure B.12 to B.14 show and compare the numerical results of M=0.3 case with
experimental data.
In general, the agreements between the numerical results and the experimental
measurements are good. The discrepancy near the exit is partly due to the fact that
radiation boundary condition is applied while there is a small exit impedance value.
129Appendix C
Validation of FW-H Acoustic
Code
In this appendix the validation the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings acoustic code is
presented. The problems chosen to demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the
acoustic code are: the noise radiated by a monopole, and the noise generated by
viscous °ow past a circular cylinder.
C.1 Monopole
The acoustic ¯eld from a monopole source is computed in the far ¯eld using the
FW-H acoustic code. The complex potential for the monopole °ow is given in [118]
as
Á(x;y;z;t) = A
1
4¼r
exp
i(!t¡kr) (C.1)
where r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2 is the distance between the source and observer. The real
parts of p0 = ¡½0@Á=@t, u0 = @Á=@x, v0 = @Á=@y, w0 = @Á=@z, and ½0 = p0=c2
0 are
used as the variables in the FW-H equation. The °ow variables evaluated over four
periods on the surface are used as the source terms in the FW-H equation. For this
case, ! = 4¼=46, A = 0:1 and the integration surface is a cube that extends from -5
to 5 in all three coordinate directions. Uniformly spaced cells with 50£50 grids are
used on each face of the cube. A comparison of the computed pressure time-history
at (50,0,0) was given in Figure C.1. The agreement is very well and identical results
are obtained for all other observer positions.
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Figure C.1: Time history comparison for a stationary monopole.
C.2 Circular Cylinder in Viscous Flow
In this validation case, the CAA code using the 6th-order compact scheme and the
4th-order Runge-Kutta method is used to obtain the highly nonlinear near ¯eld
of a circular cylinder in viscous °ow. An explicit form of bu®er zone boundary
conditions was used as the non-re°ecting boundary condition and the far ¯eld noise
generated by the shedding of vorticity o® the circular cylinder are calculated using
FW-H solver and CAA solver respectively. The free stream Mach number is 0.2,
the Reynolds number based on the diameter (D) of the cylinder is 90,000. Angle of
attack is 0 degree. The grids extend to 30D in all direction and 357 grid points are
used in the azimuthal direction and 275 grid points are used in the radial direction.
The grid density is carefully chosen so that there are at least 12 PPW at 20D
from the cylinder. Bu®er zones of 10 grid points in radial direction are used. In
the calculation, all the length scales are non-dimensionalized by the diameter of
the cylinder, velocities are non-dimensionalized by c¤ = 340 m/s, density is non-
dimensionalized by ½¤ = 1:225 kg=m3 and pressure is non-dimensionalized by ½¤c¤2.
The ¯rst grid size o® the wall is 3:0£10¡4 and the time step size is 1:0£10¡4. The
vortex shedding period is about 19.4 corresponding to 1:94£105 time steps. Eight 2.2
GHz AMD Opterons CPUs on the iridis2 cluster of University of Southampton are
136used to perform the calculation. On this cluster, every one period calculation of this
case needs 20 hours CPU time. The predicted Strouhal number 0.25 is overpredicted
compared with the experiment results [119]. In ref [119], similar overprediction is
found and the author proposes that it is due to the onset of three-dimensional e®ects.
The far¯eld directivity is calculated using the FW-H solver. The observers are
on a circle with a radius of 20D at z=0 plane and the origin is located at (0, 0, 0).
Di®erent integration surfaces are used to test the integration surface sensitivity as
shown in Figure C.2 where the solid line denotes the cylinder wall, the dashed line
denotes a circle with a radius of 1 diameter, the dashed-dot line is a circle with a
radius of 1.5 diameters. The integration surfaces are generated by extruding these
circles from ¡5D to 5D in spanwise direction.
Figure C.2: Di®erent integration surfaces.
The calculated results are shown in Figure C.3, where the SPL of observer points
are plotted in polar coordinates. The angle (µ) is de¯ned as 0 degree along freestream
direction and increase anti-clockwise. The SPL is given in dB and the discrepancy
of the results is less than 1 dB for most of the angles. The good agreement of the
results for the three di®erent integration surfaces indicate that for the case studied
the quadrupole term is negligible and the FW-H results are not sensitive to the
position of integration surface [119].
137Appendix D
Validation of Implicit Temporal
Integration Scheme
In this appendix the accuracy and e±ciency of the time-implicit high-order compact
di®erence approach is validated using the inviscid and viscous cases on Cartesian and
curvilinear meshes. To show the bene¯ts of the time-implicit sixth order compact
di®erence (scheme A), two other approaches are considered and the results obtained
using di®erent approaches are compared. The two other approaches are: time-
implicit third order MUSCL based scheme (scheme B) and time-explicit sixth order
compact di®erence scheme (scheme C). The implicit temporal scheme used is the
second order LU-SGS method with the Newton-like subiteration and the explicit
temporal scheme used is the forth order Runge-Kutta method.
D.1 Advection of Vortical Disturbance
The ¯rst case considered is the advection of a vortex in an inviscid °ow. This is a
good case to test the capabilities of the di®erent schemes to accurately simulate the
advection of vortical structures as needed in direct and large-eddy simulations. In
the calculation a vortex located at (xc;yc) is imposed to the uniform °ow by giving
the following initial condition [22]:
u = u1 ¡
S(y ¡ yc)
r2
0
exp
¡r2
2
v =
S(x ¡ xc)
r2
0
exp
¡r2
2
p1 ¡ p =
½S2
2r2
0
exp(¡r
2)
r
2 =
(x ¡ xc)2 + (y ¡ yc)2
r2
0
(D.1)
140where u;v;p; and r0 denote the Cartesian velocity components, static pressure and
vortex core radius, respectively. The freestream Mach number was chosen to be 0.1
and the vortex strength parameter S was chosen to be 0.2. The density was assumed
constant in the calculation.
To examine the spatial accuracy of the proposed scheme A, the Euler equations
were solved on a Cartesian mesh with three di®erent levels of spatial resolution
(¢x=r0 = ¢y=r0 = 0:4;0:2 and 0:1). In this ¯rst test cast, only the spatial accuracy
will be examined so a small time step size of ¢tc1=r0 = 0:002 was used which cor-
responds to a CFL number of 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02 on the three meshes respectively.
The number of subiteration used in scheme A is 3.
Figure D.1 shows the vorticity magnitude contours calculated using di®erent
schemes and derived from exact solution after the vortex convected a period of
tc1=r0 = 10. The results shown are on the second grid (¢x=r0 = ¢y=r0 = 0:2).
Both the results of scheme A and that of scheme C show that the vortical structures
are accurately advected compared to the exact solution. The vertex calculated using
scheme B keeps the symmetrical shape however it dissipates. A further comparison
was made on the vorticity magnitude on the horizontal line passing through the
vortex center line. Figure D.2 shows that the results of scheme A and scheme C are
almost identical and agree very well with the exact solution while Scheme B shows
signi¯cant dissipation.
The order of accuracy of the di®erent schemes was obtained by linear least square
¯tting the maximum error (Err) of the calculated swirl velocity along the horizontal
line through the vortex center on di®erent grid. The order of accuracy is 5.33, 2.73
and 5.67 for scheme A, B and C. They are close to the expected formal accuracy of
the discretization schemes and the small disparity of the accuracy between scheme
A and scheme C is due to the di®erent time integration. This case shows that for
the given level of accuracy, the necessary gird resolution will be signi¯cantly reduced
by using the higher order scheme which could result in a saving of calculation time
especially for 3D case.
D.2 Unsteady Flow past a Circular Cylinder
The ¯rst test case show that the scheme C has the best performance in term of
the accuracy. However the explicit scheme C has to satisfy the CFL criteria which
con¯ned its application in the wall bounded case in which a small grid space need
to be used near the wall. The scheme A uses the implicit time integration method
which makes the use of larger CFL number possible and results in a signi¯cant
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